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Fear of deporatation stirs Cuban uprising
Meese declares moratorium for release of inmates
114:
WASHINGTON (AP)
United States offered Monday to
pose a min atoritim on the ’slum ot
Cubans %silo same here illegall
ing the NM boartitt it Cuban inmates end their rioting at two lode’ al
prisons and free all hostages
\ leese
Attorney General I ,1%.
III said the offer is as heini? made in
expectation that all hostages seized
by the inmates -k ill be ’,del), released without dela%
Meese said that the mot minium
would he in effect until cash deportation case could be le\ iev(ed in a
"full, tau and equitable- manner
and included "all such Cubans detained al Lie I,rilles...tates.
There ss as no immediate %sold

on the inmate,: lea non to the ottei
The Cubans ASC.,
liae
been le) ic).()(1 indo
legaid
less of the moiatoi nun
Hut Meese said that "thew has
been a givai deal 01 vprelienston.
come’ n and tension about tan neat
ment
the teal statement ))e. e
made ’oda \
is to
\ tate those
concerns and let all ot them knos
they skill ieseise tail ticatinent
th nes
Assiii. late
ieneral
Stephen Iion
de, lined to say
whether the !I.% eininent would
loosen requilements to allow some
of the Cubans to
in this country . But I ion did so that ’iiot es
erybody in the mo institutions "is
going back tio Cuba).’ fly commu

ing the uprisings. -they ’re on li.
hurting their opportunities of pelting
is hat the s ant.- he said
" I he estict clitcoa
ss
has,: to be looked al.- said Alan
Nelson. direetor of the
S. Immigration and Naturalwation Sets ice.
Meese said the Mier had been
sent to the I am island and Georgia institutions %%here inmates had seiried
do/ens 01 hostages.
Sell John B. lireaux. 1)-1.a..
spoke v, ith Meese after the atiorne!,
general’s announcement and agieed
to meet v. ith Cubans at the Louisiana
prison to trs to persuade them to ak:,..ept the terms, said Bob Mann, an
aide to the senator.
I lw rioting %sits sparked hi, a

State Department announcement Friday that C’uba had agreed to accept
the return of 2.500 refugees from the
1980 Muriel boatlift, most of them
criminals or mentally ill, officials
said.
"We anticipated that there
might be some problems and for that
reason we put additional staff in the
institutions where we had marielitos
housed... said Bureau of Prisons Director Michael Quinlan.
Meese. appearing at an afternoon ciesAs briefing. said that "on
behalf (il the United States government. I have offered to declare a
moratorium on the retuni of the
Cuban nationals to Cuba. with refer Syr
.BA.Vs hack Page

More Cuban prisoners riot:
Hostages taken in Atlanta
ATLANTA (AP)
Cuban
inmates
fighting,
deportation
seized hostages and torched
buildings in a lunchtime riot at
Atlanta’s federal prison Monday.
two days after a similar uprising
in Louisiana where prisoners continued to hold captives.
Attorney General Edwin
Meese III offered Monday to impose a moratorium on the return
of Cubans denied residency because of mental instability or past
crimes. The offer to review each
case individually had been relayed to both prisons in expectation that all hostages "will be

els iele.ocil
delas
\ teem: said
Rep l’at Sssindall. R ( ia .
said the hisci,e Depailment hild
him (me \ llama inmate hail died
of gunshot wounds. hut Elil
Agent I fa% id KO.... said the
agency hal no comment
people i etc in
At least
Ittut
lured
N11.1111.1.
111111:11es M.1111 11e1e
M11111111
lies said Ihe
had not been establishes!.
(iiirs I eshass . all :1110111e
W110 has
se1e1:11
the Cubans. said
Se(’ M/s( )\ R\ 141, 4 inio,

The dark side
of SJSU lights

Kick off

Student instigates survey
of campus lighting system
Ry Edwin Garcia
Sil alea outside the ()Id 1k:iDaily staff writer
t:nee Building
SJSU was given a dim rating in
"Ron Montgomery) was kind
a recent survey of campus lighting.
of surprised that 16 of them were
A% a result. the University Po- out.- Knippei
lice Department will resume reportMontgomeis is of f campus and
ing those problems to Facilities Dewas not as:Maisie tor cominent
velopment and Operations. said L.t.
Ed Dusablon.
The results of the
s es were
Mark Knipper. a fine arts presented to ass, ’,ate ese,..ii4e %Ice
major, said he prompted the survey president of ta.ilities \ lo Qom llll
after noticing this semester that the at the monthls iiiiiiiis satets committee meeting Ilan sills
campus "didn’t seem very well lit...
On Mondas lacilities tested the
Knipper and Ron Montgomery,
campus safety committee chairman, lights which were reported out and
walked through campus randomly Qayoutm said the piohlems sould he
evaluating lights. They found 16 of related to ..lo tots. ballast. lamps.
the 34 outdoor lighting structures photo cells in 1111 es
were not working.
"Safets Ai:Idled
items
are
The locations of both high and treated with pt nit its
he said
low structures include:
Qayounii said that UPI) is supThe parking lot by the Busi- possed to look al 1he lights
ness Tower.
Knipper questions why liv
Behind the Women’s Gym- and not the appropriale umsersity
See /./(;//1/\(;
I, page
nasium.

no ow mg
Competitors in Sunday’s Renshikan Karate Tournament look 1111 as
Ryron Chevs right 1. president of the S.ISI Karate Club. delis ers a

KSJS comedy show
to benefit shelter

aily staff photographer

kick to ick Okumura glen) during an adsanced Kumite match at
. 1 he inept dress 80 competitors and 150 spectators.

Drill team places second in competition
By Russ Haggerty
Deity staff writer
The honor guard drill team ot
Arms Resets c 01th:et,
SJSI.Js
Training Corns took second plaee
’sail
the drill team competition
Joses Veterans Day Parade (low n
town.
The nine - ittember team was
presented v% ith a mph v tor its drill
routine Part oi its segment included from hurting an% one. but the sword
a special salve’ routine. conducted by strokes looked loser than they really.
Cadet Ivan Cni/. one of the team’s were." he said
The team spent a great deal of
officers.
"My part 1.1.1, 10 SW1111:111: she
time pieparing loi the parade and
ins and etatiii!2 the (team) mem competition
\ \ e act iced about two hours
hers." Cruz said Then they, would
reform into the original unit. and a slits tor the last eight \seeks.- said
continta: the routine...
James ’han. the tearns
"The saber I used v, as 11.S.
"The team was tip tor the paArms issue. given to the master of rade. and the competition.- Chan
arms of the Spartan Guard Company said. "I thought Ski: dill Wall\ %%ell
.()111 10111111e Has slIppOsed 111
ta section of the cadet 1,1e,1111/.1
tion)." he said.
ahl1111 a 111111111e long." he said.
’I had to get it nisi t ight to keep "but we took about a minute and a

. . the sword strokes looked closer than
they really were.’
Ivan Cruz,
master of arms
half. We were actually docked some
points for that."
"But we weren’t told about the
time limit until we got to the parade.
so we didn’t change our routine.
said
S.ISt... Spartan (itiard had help
from a local veteran’s organization.
"Equipment was niade possible
through financial support receised
from the Palo \ Ito stanfoid chapter
ot the Militai% Order ot World
Wars." said I t Col. John .1 l’e
trick. commander of the San Jose
Army ROT(’.

-They have purchased flags
and sabers for (the guard) in the
past he said.
Competing teams came from
the Air Force ROTC. as well as
teams from the Army and Air Force.
More than 1(K) groups participated in the parade. but not all of
them were in the same category.
SJSI.’s drill team carried modified bolt action A3-03 nfles. which
have had their safety levers welded.
and their barrels plugged with
melted metal They. cannot he fired.
so they may be kept in a locked vault
on university property.
"We were asked about two
months ago by the parade , organizers to pail’, ipate in the event." Chan
said.
The parade was the eighth largest of 21 maior Veterans Day parades in the nation. It was sanctioned
by presidential proclamation. Chan
said.

Ry Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer
Inspired by the holiday spirit
and a lack of funding for their newest project. KSJS will host a benefit
comedy show tonight.
The show. which will aid the
San Jose Shelter Foundation and will
help supplement the cost of the sta
Min’s new antenna, will begin at
p.m. at Camera One located in
downtown San Jose at 366 S. First
Street.
Tickets for the comedy show
may be purchased today in front of
the Student Union until 2 p.m. for
$7. or at the door for $1i.
Among the comedians who will
he donating their time to the show
are Bob Rubin. Larry. "Bubbles"
Brown. Alex Reid and Ered Reiss.
The show is the finale of a twoday pledge-a-thon by the station to
raise funds. Benefits troni the show
will go entirely to the shelter. Esparza said. while money collected
from the pledge-a-thon will be split
between the antenna cost and the
shelter.
Esparza said as of Monday

morning. S-1,0110 has been raised
during the pledge .1 thou. and 100
tickets have been sold for the show
"We (SKS( ’ ale one of the first
rt ’A10011141 State l -iii.etsity schools)
coniunction
to 11.0.e a hind also
. I-spar/a said.
with a
go to
’ Normalls , all prikeiles is
KSJS.’
The show is sponsoled by KSJS
and Students thganized to Aid the
composed of students
Homeless
in a Sociologs Midas.
11 is pito ol out course -ssork;
to make an impact on a piohlem
said Randy
the local communit%
wideclaied
Roffelseti.
includes
The poileci
the show and the pledge a thon
has not been as sti, i.esst id as
have been due to phone installation
p, II /.1 1.1ditl
problems. said AA.
and tele%1 NI011 S1111110111111t. and ISMS
traffic chrectoi
contti
The installation
sion and onl% two Imes ale 111 set%
/.I
111,1 doesn’t seem to he
much response di\ Ksjs ’,metiers)
right now:. I.spai /.1 said
I hell’

Student shooters compete for turkeys

SUP

Bowling

Daily staff photographer

ROTC member. ban Cm/. aims his .22 rine at sponsors the turkey shoot to offer students a
the indoor range under MacQuarrie Hall. ROTC chance to practice target shooting and raise funds.

Ry Russ Haggerty
patty staff writer
SJSU’s detachment of Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps is
holding a turkey shoot in the basement of MacQuarrie Hall. but there
is not one feathered target to be seen.
Instead. there are paper bulls eye type targets, and the three-day
eVeI11.1 top female and male shooters
will each receive a turkey as their
prize.
"The competition gives student% the opportunity- to try target
shooting. N’Illeh MOM 14 theIll might
not otherwise get to tlii. said Cadet
Lt. Col. Mark Smith. student commander of the SJS11 detachment .
"We use this as kind of a fund’We charge
raiser."’ he said
enough to cover the price (it the bullets. plus a little to give our cadet

fund a boost."
The rifles being used for the
turkey shoot are .22 caliber. target
style single -shots. which are not a
very powerful type of firearm.
"These are not like the weapons used in the Army at all," Smith
said.
"We don’t even have any of the
M-16 type weapons. (the rifle currently in use in all branches of the
military). here.’ he said.
Usually the ROTC has to get rifles from local Army Reserve units
when they are going to have weapons training.
Most ROTC activities require
no weapons at all. Smith said. We
train for so many. other things. like
map reading and marching. so shooting is only a small part.
"The charge for 10 rounds

(shots) is $2. and the maximum la,
sible score is 100 points.- said
Cadet I.t. L’harles Scott. the student
in charge of the shooting es ent
Last year the top shoofeis wen:
students who had decided to its the
shooting on the *put ot the moment
"None of the cadets ale .11
kissed to compele: Smith said
The SIllall target range is in the
basement of MacQuarrie Hall. the
building behind the Uniseisits l’o
lice station
The cadets shine the faitge ssith
thhie ptrItPictt)ic. :111))elolt ;’,.111.11iNi I 1
range facilits is used rot more than
lust %Nailing Also located in the
basement are a classioom and small
conference room used by the mill
tar) science department
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Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
froin you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments. cnticisms and
sugge.tions are encouraged. By listening to
our readers we can better serve the campus
community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic.
However personal attacks and letters in poor
taste will not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. and the Daily reserves the right to limit
the number of letters on a given topic after a

sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or to the
Student Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority
of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They
run with a byline and appear in the upper left
COITIft.

Three Daily editors write a weekly column. The rest of the editors and reporters
write columns on a rotating basis.

Campus Perspective

Open debate needed to inform
Spartan City critics, community
Ity I xi) Johnson
After having read and heard from the Spartan
City critics. I hase come to one all inclusive conclusion, They have no idea what they are talking about.
It is not really their fault for parroting the SJSU
administration’s propoganda. falacies and out-of-conte t half-truths. Our campus community cannot possis. formulate an educated iudgment based upon such
eornucopia of administration misinformation.
Does it sound as it any ot these critics have read
the fire marshall’s report? I say no. The report says
that wooden buildings need sprinklers. Has anyone
seen an analysis in regards to installing the sprinklers?
Again no. The administration refused to check into
urnmelltl&isigts at all.
"=1.7-- How many erities have read the safety report’?
. None again?! The administration originally refused to
make the report public. It took the residents court
case to release the report so we could see the extent ot
the administration’s self-confessed mismanagement
and challange this collection of bogus claims. The
safety report is totally invalidated now because its
sole author. ex-UPD chief Lew Schatz. resigned due
to questionable competency and credibility .
Has the opposing public read the seismic report?
I am certain they have not. The report contains the
conclusise statement: "No signs of distress due to
settlement or seisniic activity were observed." Those
structures have not inctired one speck of damage over
their 411 years!
Hase these people v isited Spartan City’? Of
course not Otherwise v.e could not point out that the
paint was scraped off the buildings and not repainted.
which creates the illusion that they are ramshackle.
The Spartan Daily has done .1
job in establishing upon its editorial page an actual dialogue
between (opposing v leVi, points. Now is the time to pro grey. from the written form into the verbal forum.
Nov. is the time for San Jose State University to take a

6.

bold -.tell forward to join the ranks of such prestigious
institutions such as Berkeley and Harvard. We can
take the precepts taught at SJSU and put them into action to formulate a truly informed and educated
judgment. Now is the time for public debate.
I personally challange President Fullerton, or
one of her administrative champions clad in their suits
(of shining polyester. to a public debate. The topic:
"Will the need for family student housing at SJSU be
fulfilled by a physically’ real housing complex?"
To the administration I relinquish the home court advantage of Nlorris Dailey Auditorium. I will
concede to their tenns and rules. and I will conduct
myself with the utmost respect and decorum. 11 have
everYthing to lose by snaking a mockery of the issue.)
The debate can be hosted by the organization of their
choice. I recommend Tau Delta Phi. the honor society
that has done an exemplary job of hosting debates
during the A.S. elections.
The Spartan City story is actually two separate
issues: the primary goal of constructing a IICW family-student housing. and the secondary issue of families who had committed their educational goals to
SJSU.
President Fullerton has a reason to fear litigation. Due to her personal mismanagnient of Spartan
City. she is in violation of the state law. under Section
89031 of the Education Codes "Rules for maintenance
arid
government
of
buildings
and
grounds . .
I do otter an alternative to a public debate. The
administi alum should release to the Spartan Daily all
of the reports and ono documents filed for this ease
Vy’ith the verbatim information in hand., the campus
and urban communities can finally make informed
and educated judgments about the future of Spartan
City. and its residents.
Leo Johnson is a junior, majoring in education.
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Letters to the Editor
A.S. should keep sponsoring debates
FAlitor.
Apparently. it is the wish of ’fed Gehrke and his cronies on the Associated Students Program Board that the
students of SJSU give up their right to express their own
ideas about the issues which they hold some emotion. To
ask that judicial actions be recommended against members of the campus Christian group. or the group as a
whole. who expressed their view% toward the ideology of
speaker Leonard Matlovich is not only childish but ridiculous. It seems that Gehrke has forgotten that there are
two sides to every coin. and it almost appears that he is
lying (unintentionally. I hope) to censor the opposition.
Regarding Gehrke’s reference to ’wasting’ A.S.
funds, I wish to remind him that those funds are provided
by the very students who attended the presentation turned -debate and supported both sides of the issue. In
light of that, I judge that the presentation was not a
waste. but a success, in that not only did it present an
issue but gave consideration to opposing points of view.
Although I am a very conservative catholic, I do not
feel that homosexuality is unethical or wrong, so it’s
hard for me to justify’ the context of the here -in Christian
group’s debate aimed at Matlovich. However. that is not
the point. What is. in fact. the point is that anyone who
wishes to debate the ethics of homosexuality (or any
other issue) has that right in America.
Perhaps Gehrke would feel equally upset if some
students were to debate the issues raised in all A.S. program board spoisored lecture by the American Nazi
Party or the Ku Klux Klan. calling it a waste of A.S.
funds if the students don’t just sit back and absorb the
ideas which they may not believe in. Some may laugh at
this analogy, but it certainly shows the poor logic used
by the program board in its public cry for justice against
those who might speak their mind. No one can punish
another for holding views opposite their own. at least not
in this country.
Wake up program board!
Patrick Greely
Senior
Industrial Technology

’Who will investigate Congress?’
Editor.
Democrats of the House of Representatives rejected
a Republican -sponsored proposal last month that would
have permitted independent counsels to investigate
member% of Congress. Were the Democrats hyptx:ritical
to vote down this proposal? Clearly. yes!
Oliver North has asked. "Who will investigate
Congress?" It’s clear the Democrats won’t. There are.
however. many abuses of the law in Congress that
should he investigated.
Last month a bill passed by voice vote in the House
Interior Committee when only nine members of the 4 I member committee were present. When Republican Bob
Walker objected to the obvious lack of a quorum, he was
told that a quorum had been present although. "attendance was not taken." The rights of the Republican minority and moderate Democrats are routinely trampled
by unfair conunittee ratios and proxy voting.
And finally. the U.S. Senate is not immune from
this orgy of lawlessness. In a nationally noted display.
the Senate Democrats in a shabby perforniance needed
one vote to override President Reagan’s veto of the Stiff
billion highway bill.
First -year Deniocratic Senator Terry Sanford after
the vote declared that he. "after thoughtful consider anon.’ changed his mind. The result was the hill passed
over the veto.
This rule -by -whim encouraged by the Democratic
leadership is inappropriate for a country that just celebrated the bicentennial of its Constitution.
Parag Patel
Senior
Business Management

Indeed
arid host, he feel to be decorated ssai
ich.
there were many questions to be answered hy
How unfortunate it is that on a college campus suth as
ours. there are still too many bigots who are not only unwilling to avail themselves to different yeiv, points. but
feel they must also deprive others from s iewpoints that
oppose their beliefs.
This presentation was not meant il/ he a lorum for
the now defunct voice of the moral majority. It was to be
a forum for the students of our university.
Finally. I would like to evpres my concern about the
various Christian factions that Inca,. li on campus in front
of the Student Union. I have .,,ked specific indisiduals
whether they were students on ampus and been told no.
Many times this semester. I have been disrupted from
reading or studying by conserv ative Chin-al:ins who very
loudly begin to preach about the dangers of arid hell and
the virtues of salvation.
I believe in our U.S. Eonstitution and have no
qualms v,tith the First Amendment’s freedom of speech
protections. but I would like to know that I also have a
reasonable right to privacy here on campus.
lleffre) Bullard
Junior
English

Work-study program flawed
Editor.
I am a ’student assistant. v.oikmg in the Reserve Book Room, writing about my esperienco: with the
Work-study program. This is the ser.iiiirl vs ink -study job
I have had in the past three year licie. and both have required labor well worth the MUM:
kill I IlliVe three
grievances which are important as political. econoinic.
and health issues involving the SJSt. (.0innumity.
The first is the signing of an oath to "defend- the
constitutions of both state and nation, "w ithout duress...
is that it a student &vs not sign
be paid: you can be hired by SJSI r. but notthpeaYidwbilyi nth):
Tsthaet;tatch
The second issue is the date paychecks ale issued
and how that is actually realized. Pay day . I vs as told.
was on the 15th of every month. ’This month, the 15th
fell on a Sunday .
we got paitl on the Irith. The checks
were distributed after 3 p
during the time Mien most
student workers are working and most hanks are closed
The end result is a consistent pattern of I -2 day s delay
between when we are supposed to get paid and w heti we
can actually’ get any money. Try ing to plan a budget is
made more difficult by these delay
The third and most important issue is health. My
first job on the campus was in the IllilitliellatliX department. doing minor repairs in the dorms
the first
month I was asked to saw an obsolete 1 ire door into
small enough pieces to fit int() it dumpstei I immediately
suspected the presence of asbestos and Asked about it: I
was told to continue and I did. I IA :IS
!AI
I brought the metal II) tag off the divot to C11. OSHA
inspector just across the street. He positiv ely identified
the presence of asbestos material in the (tool bur said he
,/,
could do nothing because SJSI’ is vrart
When the supervisor asked that anodic’ door be disposed of in the SWIM 1:11111011. I raised olnections about
the exposure of the public and workeis to asbestos. I refused to do it. and also suggested that the imion
objections. A full-time employee piriceeded to cut the door
into three pieces with a Skillsaw iii
court yard
and dumped them .in to a nearbs dunitistei
These are all issues which impliv ate the administration of the state umverstiy to, stem much more than the
university itself. There is a discernable pattern rit disregard for the needs and health ot the einploees at the
lowest levels. It’s a disrespect that costs mote
poor attitudes. created ambivalence. and unsafe working eonditions than it pays efficency.
Rob liolchalk
Senior

Spartan Review condemned

....OUT THE SoviEiS
GET l’HE LAST LAUGH!

Editor.
I wish to condemn the Spartan Review. John M.
Bliss. and the adviser of said newspaper for their lack of
adequate concern on a subject that affects every one of
the students here at SJSII. We may. as Bliss stated in his
letter to the editor. laugh at ourselves in the face of danger, but it is another thing entirely when we lutigh at others in the wake ot death.
I commend Jim Walters for courageously taking a
stand agianst the Spartan Review.
When lxonard Matlovich came to our institution
earlier this month, many students attempted to belittle
Matlovich for his proclornation that being guy is virtuous. He said, "We must come out of the closet and
flaunt out virtues." This statement was used by "horn
again Christians- to taint an otherwise peaceful assembly supported by the A.S. The Christians used their monotonous rhetoric in an attempt to discredit Matlovich.
I had hoped to hear some rif the things Matlovich
had to say on gays an lesbians in the Armed Services,

Got a gripe?
Write a letter to the
editor, following the
guidelines listed in
the Forum Policy.
This is your page so
take advantage of it.
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A &lief look at campus events

Army ROTC will hold a Turkey
Shoot from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today
and tomorrow. Call Charles Scott at
629-7836 or (415) 967-1811 for information.
Circle K and Students for Drug
Awareness will hold a Drug Awareness Seminar from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today in the Student Union Costanoan Rtxtm. Call Kim Lauck at 2663036 for information.

Union Costanoan Room. Call Tim
Browning at 354-5932 for information.
The SJSU Kendo Club will
hold Japanese Sword Fighting from
7 to 9 p.n). today and Thursday in
Spartan Complex 209. Call Alyne at
371-6134 for information.

The Chinese Engineering Student Associaton will have a resume
writing seminar from 11 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. today. Call Ted Kong at
996- 1948 for information.

SJSU Students Organized to
Aid the Homeless will hold a night
of comedy at 8 p.m. tonight at Camera One on 366 S. First St. Tickets
are available in front of the Student
Union and at Camera One. Call Nina
Yao at 277-8332 for information.

The
Christian
Student
Fellowship will have a discussion of
Christian perspectives concerning
judging from I 1:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Kurt Jones at 26814 I I for information.

Bulwer-Lytton Society will
hold a meeting to discuss the Dec. 4
open reading at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Faculty Office Room 104.
Call Martin Firandt at 238-1649 for
information.

Al -Anon will have its weekly
meeting at noon today in Administration Building Room 222A. Call
277-2966 for information.

Akbayan will have a general
meeting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. Call
Joyce Sullivan at (41.51 651-0746 for
information.

The Financial Management Association will have Gary Toms from
Intel speaking on "Risk Management" at 5 p.m. today in the Stutlent

Campus Ministry will hold a
Bible study from noon to I p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Guada-

bnef look at off-campus riews

lupe Room.. Call Norb Finihabet at
298-0204 for information.
Campus Ministry will hold a
meditation group at 4:30 p.m. to
morrow at the Chapel at 300 S. loth
St. Call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204
for information.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship will hold a potluck at 6
p.m. at thc Chinese Alliance
Church, 2630 McLaughlin Ave. Call
Don Chin at 997-7808 for information.
Lutheran Campus Ministry will
have a worship service at 10:45 a.m.
at the chapel at 300 S. 10th St. Call
Norb Firnhaber at 2914-0204.
Newman Center will hold a
worship and mass Sunday zit 6 ;(1
and 8 p.m. at the chapter at 31)(1
10th St. Call Bob Letter at 298-021)4
for inforniation.
Frances Gulland Children’s
Center has spaces available for student’s children for spring semester.
The center is ()pen from 7:15 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. daily. Call Karen Sheri dan at 293-2288.

Iranian shellfire injures three in gulf
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MANAMA. Bahrain (API An Iranian frigate shelled two
freighters bound for Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia in attacks Monday that
set both ablaze. wounded three
crewnien and nearly blew the superstructure off one ship. salvage agents
said.
The ships were attacked in the
Strait of Hormuz. the Persian Gulf’s
narrow entrance. after the Iranians
asked by radio about their identity.
cargoes and destinations. the shipping executives said. Iranian vessels
often stop or question vessels passing through Hormuz.
Iran has attacked four commercial ships in three days, apparently in
retaliation for Iraqi air raids on ships
in Iranian waters. Iraq has claimed
20 raids in two weeks, of which independent shipping sources have

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is committed to accuracy. Any significant error brought to an editor’s
attention
will
be
corrected.
If you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington Square.
San Jose. CA 95192.
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About 400 vessels have been attacked in the Persian Gulf since the
Iran -Iraq war began in September
1980.
Ships owned by or serving Kuwait and Sautli Arabia have come
under increasing Iranian attack because Iran accuses both countries of
aiding Iraq. Three Iranian nlissiles
were fired int() Kuwait’s oil terminal -anchorage complex in October,
hitting two tankers and a major loading dock.
Eleven Kuwaiti tankers have
been given U.S. registration and
American flags so Navy warships
can protect them.
Salvage agents said the superstructure of the 8.850-ton Romanian
freighter Fundulea. owned by the
Navrom Co. of Constantza, was

nearly destroyed by art Wei y fire in
Monday’s attack.
Shells exploded in the crew’s
quarters of the 16.859 -ton Uni-Master. operated by the Taiwan -based
Uniglory M Company and flying the
Panamanian flag, but it was not
damaged as severely as the Fundulea. they said.
The frigate’, gunners hit the
freighters a fey. minutes apart. said
the executives. all of whom spoke on
condition of anonymity. They said
the fire on the Romanian ship lasted
about five hours and the blaie on the
Uni-Master about two.
Shipping agents said the UniMaster was laden with containers of
general cargo from the Far East and
bound for the Saudi port of Dammam with stops at Dubai and Bahrain.

Ammo F.martimra
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Nkle Farber** Ray Caw, Cumin Hoarykla Ca
ilwrinir I lulana. Jacquelin* Jenkins. Kevin John
son. Man .kyhnson, Kathy I orb,* (nage Rion.
Nally Seelig. Tom Smarr 1411n roves

l_t. Gm. Leo \ Is
SAN FRANCISC1) (API
Carthy . standing on the same pier where he and his
parent, armed as immigrants from New Zealand in
1934, launched his campaign for the C..S. Senate
MI incumnomination Monday with vow to
bent Republican Sen. Pete Wilson.
NIcCastlis let-et-led to \Xilson as "the unknown
senatoi thini Caloorma
’Sen Wilson has had a timid tenure in five
years. Appatenily . his approach is to offend tev, hy
message to Pete Wilson 1, tin,. ’Pete.
laying lou .
lead or muse aside. People want elected ottis ’al. ro
make tough decisions.’ " he said.
7v1c(’arthy critici /e-d Vk II
f.01. soling against
esers budget proposal put forward hy- either party .
wining other Republicans in blocking a defense authoriiiition bill and voting against urban and rural
funds
!slcCarthy is running against fellov, IN:mot:rat
Bill Press for the nomination. They are seeking the
skim is running unopposed
same seat held by
for the Republican nomination. The primary election
is next 11111e.
Another Democrat. Secretary of State March
Fong F.u. dropped out of the Senate race ill October.
"My lather sowed the opportunity to create a
hi,
Nly i ;11.1(.7., gelieration left
hinter hie
1.1% Vi
much hope and promise,’ Sh..Carthy said. "I
am running because I see that hope and promise
threatened for orii
McCarthy has a ;5 point edge oser Press.
According to a Few:liner \ssociates suisey released Sunday . -15 peivent of the 694 Democrats
percent
questioned backed the lieutenant .1.!iikerlitlr.
supported Press and 45 percent were undecided.
The poll. taken Nos 10 to 13. had a margin of
error of 3.)( percentage points

Teacher with AIDS returns
\ IDS was
tear. hei who
IRVIN]. \
ith hugs and
welcomed bads to sr.hool \ Iindas
flowers from his heating-inpaned student. aitet ss innirq.r. a court bait lc hi ieturn to the classiorrui
Vincent Chalk. 43. exchanged sign language
greetings ith his students at inixersio High School
in this ()range County community w hen flies inter
ruptevl a news COIllererICC 111 !he SCI1001 IlbEill k lit CI
"Ill the last few years. 1 have become sers close
to them. and they to me.- he said "I hake become
:ill sous of
their contirlant They come to me ss
questions l’heir nal% ete and openness to learning
opting of taking me back.’
makes them

Clalk won his return with a 9111 LI.S. Circuit
Cour! of Appeals ruling Wednesday’. ’the court
granted an
against tho Orange (:ounty
!I:111111CM Of l’1,111Li111011. MIMI: it had no grounds to
keep Chalk at the desk job he was reassigned to in
Septenihei
The Long Beach man learned he had acquired
111111111W deticienss sv !Outline ICI i’efICURry dUCITIg a
101 pile unionia.
He filed a lawsuit
seek
leinstatement atter he was barred. from the
clasurrom.
Chalk saisl he felt fine But to avoid overexertion. he »ill initially he woiking three days a week.
mainl
and es
students at the
suburiviii campus s
sioutheast of 1.0s Angeles.
Chalk vv ill have his health cv aluated regularly by,
his do, tot and the intoi inanon di he made available
to schoor uttlivals, said \tumor Rushfonh. one of
his \ ii1C11,.111 CI II I .1111:111C, ’mon attorneys.
ednestias ’s unanimous ruling by the three judge panel in ’San Francisco teversed a decision. by
U.S. District Judge Vv’illiatii Gray of L..os Angeles,
utio said it yv as too iiskv to allow C’halk to retum to
the classiorini hes ails,. of insufficient scientific information on him the disease is transmitted.
It was also the hist luring hy any federal appeals
coin( on the ISSUt: 01
disci imination ayainst AIDS
s minis

Holiday fixings at low cost
Here’s good news!
PARK RIIX11-.. III. i
You call snot siiiiisell ss ith I percent more food 011
Thanksgising ithout it sosting a penny more than
last sear.
Yes. folks. you can cook up a traditional djnner
tiir yourself and nine friends and shell out an average
of $24.51. .Iiiwn from the $29.75 it would have cost
in 198h.
This is the calculation of the American Farm Bureau ledci anon. %%Inch sursesed prices in C’alifornia,
( icorgia. Illinois. Kentucky, Minnesota.
Nevv Yolk . I csas and \Vashington D.C.
Prik
at led t tom market to market, with cheapest eats in California at $20.83. while the nation s
vairital set the high mark at $27.40.
\ sharp dip in the price of turkey is theLsig factor
for the cheaper feast.
" \ 16 percent jump in turkey production combined v, ith aggressise retail promotions makes this
seat’s meal an exceptionally good buy.’ said Marsha
Farin Bureau spokesvviiman.
"Best ot all. our sample menu provides ample
lettosers." she added.
In the mai kets surveyed. the averpge price for a
basting turkey. SAAS (s8 cents a pound.
I ti pound
ciimpared ith s9 cents last.year.
During this seal ’s key marketing period. wholesale turkey. tell to a low of 45 cents a pound., down
from 85 cents in 1986.

U.N. releases war crimes archives
UNITF.D NATIONS (AP) --The United Nations on Monday
opened its archives on Nazi and Japanese war crimes. exposing facts and
allegations about more than 36.(XX)
people. including Kurt Waldheirn.
the txxly’s former secretary-general.
Six researchers from the Nazi hunting unit of the U.S. Justice Department viewed microfilm of the
yellowed and brittle files of the U.N.
War Crimes Commission. which
functioned from 1943 to 1949.
The Justice Department’s Office of Special Investigations has
used material from the files to investigate five Americans suspected of
having Nazi pasts.
There was no long line Monday. no flood of applications to see
what some call a vital cache of information and others contend is a stale
library of old charges. most of which
are known.
"There’s no stampede, only
about 10 applications so far and we
don’t know if there would be any
new ’big fish’ in the files." said archivist Marilla Guptil.
The 8.5(X) files containing 36, MO to 40.(100 names also deal with
war crimes committed by the Japanese in China and other parts of
Asia.
Monday was the first day lot
new rules of broad, general access to
the files. Jewish groups and Naii
hunters said they would form research teams to search the files and
extradite and prosecute war criminals.
Under the old rules, the files
were ()pen only to the 17 governments on the U.N. War Crimes
Commission. and then only if requests for specific files were made
and
strict
confidentiality
wa.
pledged.
Governments now have virtually unfettered access and are not
bound to keep the information secret.
Individuals and institutions also
may request files. Applications were
available Monday to scholars and re -

$100 Tips
Foodservers
Th;nga a rule mow where you re trotthng, Check us
M. re noti And we oral moron mai qualified
out
loadayslas ull and Parl b./ PoPhons uailabie
Drop by fog on .n.arrhy, co call tor an apeantrnont
neollyeow
Th 310010 .Iyou re hood yottlin
ON 30 flayf linnOlOrnant a 3 gra yOu c nap 0100
boll Jut, bma tor Christmas Just fresh

searchers. and to journalists engagud
in serious ins estigation.
WI% iduals first must apply to
their governments with specific requests. The government iliVOIVed
then certifies the request and submits
it to the United Nations for final approval.
U.N officials say they are !wing
cautious because the files contain
some raw information that has not
been submitted to the judicial process. and some of it is libelous.
A spokesman for the U.S. Mission said Monday it had received a
few applications.
A spokesman tbr the British
Mission said his government ex-

JustFresh.
ROM.. OM 8.1cery gouserie
21255 Savona Croak evil Cupertino CA 25014
140111252 51,1

pected to be cautious about individual requests Mai might mean publi
cation ot sctaps ot information and
innuendo.
Relatively rev,. governments
made extensivi: use of the tilc,.
which spent tour decades largely tot
gotten in their cardboard bilses.
It
dISCOVerell
111
March
19kh. NOV,’ \ CF. that one concerned
Wrildheini. ho became president ot
Austria three months Imo
Waldheini. vs 110 %kJ.. secret:1r%
general for a des ade beginning in
1972. was an ottisei III .1 Gel -111.111
army III111 in the Balkan, in Woi 1,1
War II that %as accused ot auto,’
ties. He has denied wrongdoing
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Spartans conclude 1-1 road trip
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SJSU survives
rowdy crowd
By Holly Olsen
patty staff writer
A grueling weekend of playing
volleyball in the high -country of
Colorado and Wyoming, SJSU arrived home with one win and one
loss.
Colorado State University and
its fans donimated over the Spartans
in a four-game match Friday, defeating SJSU 15-6, 15-8. 15-17, 15-5.
According to coach Dick Montgomery and several of his players,
"the Colorado fans were extremely
abusive." The bleachers reached
lust close enough behind SJSU’s
bench that the fans could touch
them.
"They. called us all sorts ot
names, said outside hitter Gina
Watson. "They even called us
dikes! You could tell this was a personal verbal injury of the worst
kind."
But there were other conditions
that contributed to the loss. The gym
was very large and very cold, the elevation (5,000 feet). little oxygen
and barely any humidity were all
factors.
"The air was so dry," Montogomery said. "I’ve never seen any
team drink so much water in my life.
Still. Montgomery beleives that
conditions are only excuseable Iti a
point.
"The starters were not in sync
at all," he said. "We played possibly our worst match yet.’ ’
According to Watson, the Colo-
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Brad Sfurakawa Daily staff photographer
SJSU’s Julie Braymen IR ) snaps the hall past Cal Poly !dockers in a match earlier this season. The Spartan%
went I-1 on their recent road trip, vvi llll ing at W yoming Saturday.
rado match was the v, ot team ef fort
the seniors have pia!, ed all season
t it was "the second leant’s best
bnfatch ever."
Saturday . the Spartans thove
ei
another five horns up to the l
sity of Wyoming Montgomei lost
track of the elev anon at that poini
L’.1111es
\
After losing tlie
against Wyoming NI IS and I s I ’.

the Spartans thought they would go
hack to California yyith two conseeMR,. losses. But SJSU eanie hack in
the thud game. Dm\ n 6-11, they
won the game scoring nine consecta1c 1)01111‘’ What haPPened?
-We got misty
said outside
hitter Julie lila\ men ’We also took
out our rex enge on the referees.
They were mak 111-2 hideous calls."

win.

Fencing
had little experiente.. said ,ihre
fencer C’hris Wail’, k
Hut that
doesn’t mean you can yet eute
"You play a dittetent game
with beginning fenceis. because
their so unpredictable. Their ac
thins have no logic and they have
very strange counterattack methods. so you can’t’ be (ivereafident."
Although Warlick vvon all
four of his matches in hoth sabre
and foil. he yy as less than claimsastic about his pertormance.
"I hit all of the important
shots and could. e On any. time I
wanted to. but I lust n :isn’t crisp
out there... he said "1 lett a lot ot
open shots that mole experienced
lake, .at vantage
fencers would’
of. To put it bluntly . I have to start
improving my. abilities
The other sabre fencer who
went through his matches n ithout
a loss was Wendell .1 one., fines
dominated his opponent -1 I I
As well as the sabre did compiling a masterful 15-1 oyerall y
tory. the same can he said tor the
men’s foil. as they. posted a 14-2

flub President and co
founder Sam Slaughter countinued
his "slaughter" against the competition by fuming in another 4-0
triumph.
The Spartans. epee team
completed the destruction of the
1!
is
vt it)) a.
3 V, in,
I ake the iiteit’s toil and sabre
squads. the epee IC.1111 had their
V..1S
ov..1) member
ill ill, matches against all Aggie
opponent. This time the honors
went to chit, ice president ("urt
lkerd y, ho posted a 4-0 \kill.
Theft! %%ere 1111 V.’0111C11.1 4011
matches because
.0
[XIV IS
dOCSII’l
e a women’s team.
"Right non I have to say
that our men.. toil and epee team
is really strong.- Warily’’, said.
-The sahie tenyeis ate etiming
along. but it still needs yytuk
. the %%omen’s toil team %%ill
get hotel attei %ye hay e
in -club
yy e ean get more
tournament.
s
tett,
eYperienced
’We seem to heat other
cliihs. hut the maiii challenge will
he against the
aisity teams.
We’le pretty happy tht: yy ay things
1,111 LAIC( he oyer confiale
dent and pat ourselyes on the back
all the time
Hie fencing club’s next III1Cel
ill ht: al Stanford on Feb. 20.

Rookie LBs help lead Buffalo
NI’ W YORK (AP) -- They are
both rookies, both linebackers, both
with impeccable All-American credentials and both intent on leading
Buffalo out of the wilderness in the
NFL.
So far. Shane Conlin’ and Cornelius Bennett are succeeding.
The Bills are in the five -way tie
atop the AFC Fast thanks in no small
part to the two first -year players.
"They have both been terrific...
Buffak) Coach Mary 1 evy said Sunday after Conlar and Bennett helped
the Bills to a 17-14 victory over the
New York Jets.
When Conlan arrived as the
Bills’ No. I draft choice, Levy installed him outside where he
struggled trying to acclimate himself
to a new position. ’I was lust getting
comfortable." he said. when Buffalo acquired Bennett in the Eric
Dickerson trade.
That moved Conlan back inside, where he is more comfortable.
"It’s a different game inside because
I can see more and make the plays

LI

Part-Time job for a
Maantosh ttrson1

side to side." he said. His 10 tackles
against the kts marked the third
straight game he had led the team.
Coincidentally
Bennett has
been with the club for only those
three weeks. traded to Buffalo aliei
refusing to sign with Indianapolis
"I’m surprised hon. easy the
adjustment (to pio football) has
been... Bennett said. "I hadn’t
played football for a long time. But
playing is how you learn and they
put me right in there."
"He’s a good student and he
learns fast," I.evy said ot Bennett
"We used him in certain sou:awns
in his first game, but he pl ay el.1 t.w
1
full game last week and this...
Bennett, playing tip 1111 the line.
had five tackles and
sacks against
the kts. and noticed that he met de
fensive end [truce Smith. anothei
ex -first round pick and XII Amen

"Had we played then) here
would have shut them out in the I NI
three games." Montgomery said
"We just vveren’t playing to our potential."

can. in the Jets’ backfield a couple of
times
. ’We were there congratulating
eat I it her.’ he said. "That’s something tor them to think about...
Conlan. vslio works in a more
it:0’1101ml position behind the line.
said he noticed right away what kind
of impaet Bennett vvould have on the
Bills. defense. "He has great hint hall sense." he said. "He’s getting
hem.’ each game
the Bills are
I MCC Bennett
arrived. and Levy is convinced that
the deal which eost Buffalo two No.
I draft choices and a No. 2 in the
next two years.

I HOLIDAY
50% off

SJSU will find out soon
vv liether or not they will host an
opening round match of the NCAA
volleyball playoffs. The playoffs are
scheduled to start on Dec. 3

OPEN
24
/HOURS
kinkois

Great copies. Great people.
4111 E. SAN CARLOS ST
295-5511

In karate, the
point is not to
injure an
opponent.’
Master !woo Tomatsu,
Karate teacher
in beginning kata. and k’ic Okumura. who placed in both intermediate kate and interniediate kumite. Shelly Carey took third in
the intermediate kata division.
Only. one injury was suffered.
when Akihiro Oini took a hard driven wheel kick to the nose
from Tang Soo Do stylist Nick
Jackson. Jackson, whose Korean
style places more emphasis on
high. flashy kicks than the Japanese styles do, was chasing Omi
with a flurry of techniques when
he planted a penetrating kick in
Omi’s face. Though he v.. as penalired for excessive contact.
Jackson won the match, as Omi
was unable to continue.
After the competition, a
demonstration of Shorinji-Ryu
karate was put on by Master lwat)
Tomatsu. This was the first time
Tomatsu has visited the United
States. He has been training with
local karate practicioners for the
lust two weeks, conducting seminars and honing the techniques of
local students.
’’Karate is something that
you practice to further yourself.
so mentally. physically and spiritually we train in martial arts."
Tomatsu said. "All of us have
strong points as well as weak
points. We want to further our
strengths and decrease our weaknesses. In karate, the point is not
to injure an opponent. We ti,en to
perfect ourselves. "

Women s swimming loses to Mustangs In season opener
By Brent Ainsworth
Daily staff writer
CAI. BOWL TICKETS
Tickets for the California Bowl are
available at the Spartan Ticket Office. but students can’t buy them.
Yet.
The general public. including
the SJSU student subset, will become eligible to purchase the tickets
next Monday. Until then. only Spartan Foundation members and season
ticket holders can reserve their seats.
Of the 3,0(X) tickets alloted to
SJSU earlier this month. just over
I ,(XX) have been sold to eligible customers. An official at the bowl office
in Fresno said approximately’ 21 .00(1
tickets had been sold through Monday. Bulldog Stadiunt’s official capacity is 30.000. but the average attendance at Fresno State games this
fall was over 33.(KX).
WOMF:N’S SWIMMING
Catie Brennan W1111 the 200-meter individual niedle), with a 2:16.00
clocking and teanimate Chris Hos7podar’s 56.73 time was good enough
for first place in the 100 freestyk..
but SJSU lost to Cal Poly-SLO Saturday in first meet of the season.
The Spartans lost 98-53 to the
Mustangs in San Luis Obispo. but
Coach Jack Minn-tier said his team
acheived the goals set kir the season opening competition.
SJSU nearly had a third winner
in the 5(X) freestyle. hut Brennan finished second by four tenths of a second. Rebecca Nelson took second
place in the 1.(XX) meter freestyle.
The Spartans travel to Mills
College today in an attempt to even
their record at I-1.
WOMEN’S BASKEXHALI
Coach Tina Krah has announced
the signing of two recruits during the
early signing period that could pro
vide a future boost for SJSU. a team
which finished last season with a 3

SPECIAL

Roundup
23 reciird.
Kim Skaggs. a 5-Itiot-10 guard
from Clackamus. Ore., has yet to
play her senior senior season at
Clackamus High Schtx)I. but she averaged 19.5 points per game anti 12
rebounds as a junior.
A 6-foot -2 forward, Karen
Smith will also join the Spartans
after the coming SJSU season. Her
league’s Most Valuable Player a
year ago. Smith averaged 12 points
and 10 rebounds as a junior at Seattle
l.utheran High School in Seattle.
The 1987- I 988 season begins a
week from today when SJSU faces
Cal in a game at Berkeley. The first
home contest is scheduled for Friday, Dec. 4, when the Spartans host
Towson State (Maryland) at 7:30
p.m.
BASF:BALL - I.eft fielder
Todd Fagot was named the team’s
outstanding player and Dan Archibald earned top pitching honors
as the baseball squad concluded its
fall practice season last week.
Coach Sani Piram’s ballclub,
which finished last season with a 3 1 28 record. outscored its junior college opponents 120-46 through the
fall session. The team was edged 2-0
in a scrimmage earlier this month
with Stanford, the 1987 national
champions.
Eagen. a senior, hit .308 and
led the Spartans with nine stolen
bases and 16 nins scored. Archibald
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struck out 26 batters in 29 innings
and finished with a I .86 earned run
average.
The tearn’s top,offensive player
was newcomer John Bracken, a
rightfielder who hit .355. Catcher
John Verniest was named outstanding defensive player and pitcher Don
Rea turned in the top performance by
a freshman.
JUDO -- Former SJSU judo
player John Swain won the 156, pound title Sunday at the World Judo
Championships in Essen, West Germany. Swain. 26. won four colic
giate national championships in his
weight class while at SJSU.
FOOOIALL
- In an article
published
Monday .
linebacker
David Knox was incorrectly identi
lied as a senior. He is a junior who
will he returning as a top candidate
to fill the roles held this season by
Barry Kidney and Yepi PaUll

Place ad in the
Spartan Daily
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JOSE STATE SPECIALS
SAN
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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I
1 hr color film processing & print
2 hr B/W photo service
[al 1
3 minute passport phdin
.
1
day slide development
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tly Ilan% Ingehretsen
Daily staff writer
The action was quick. the results decisive, as clenched fists
and flying feet deterniined the
winners of the Karate -Do Championships held Sunday in the
Spartan Complex. The tournament, sponsored by the SJSU karate club. drew about KO competitors
and
more
than
150
spectators.
The outstanding competitor
of the day was first -degree black
belt Joey Cruz. a Shito-Ryu sty list from the East Bay town ot
Dublin. who placed first in all
three divisions that he entered.
He
the advanced weapons forms division by delivering
an exemplary showing with a bo
tsix-foot staff). then proceeded to
win the young adult advanced kumite (sparring) division. Immediately after the tumultuous combat
of sparring, he executed an empty
hand kata (form) that gamered
first -place recognition for him yet
again.
’’l used my reverse punch."
Cm/ said, holding his midsection
after the sparring competition.
"The first guy got me in the
stomach. He even left a mark on
my gi."
Taking his hand away. Out
exhibited a set of dirty knuckle
marks on his gi. "I’m a counterpuncher. I like to let them come
in, then get them.’ ’
Nine of the 15 competitiors
from SJSU placed in the tournament.
First place winners from
SJSU were Paul Munro in the beginning kata division. Alex Siu in
intermediate Wm. Marc Huelar in
begining Iota. and Steven Vandergraaf in beginning kumite.
Second -place winners were SJSU
club president Byron Chew in advanced kumite. Kitty Lee in intermediate kata. Ann Marie Alviga

Bowl tickets on sale Monday

l(for C-41 processing and 3x5, 4x6, & 5x7
I Plus free photo album (4" x 6" or 3 1/2" x 5")

[0_ad

Iona/ than at Buckles-Smith
MWF from 1 5 P.M.
280 7777

SJSU. who proceeded to play
the second longest match of the sea
son, came back to defeat the Cov.
boys in the next three games hy
scores of 15-11. 15-5. 15-10.

The Spartans n ill have practice
X1onday and Tuesday this week
X tier taking four days off for the
Thanksgiving break. they will return
to practice Sunday.

Fencing Club routs U.C. Davis;
Spartans improve to 4-1 in Fall
Ily Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
A few years ago. the SJS1.
athletic adminstration. in its intimate wisdom. decided to drop the
men’s and women’s fencing teams
in order to save a few bucks in its
budget.
Today. there’s a good chance
that a few’ members of the adminstration may regret their decision,
thanks to the results of the Spartan
Fencing Club.
Saturday. the Spartans dominated U.C. Davis, 14-2 in foil,
13-3 in epee and 15-1 in sabre.
The victory gave the Spartans
a 4-1 record for the 1987 Fall semester. Not too bad for a club that
is constantly proving what a
blunder the althletic adminstration
made. But. what’s a few bucks
saved anyway?
Many factors were involved
in SJSrs domination of the Aggies:
*More experienced fencers in
foil. epee and sabre.
oftener technique and tactical
manuevering.
U.0 Davis sent only four
fencers to the meet. All of them
were real foil fencers. which
meant they had little or no experience in either sabre or epee.
"At the start of the match I
had the feeling that my opponent

SJSU club fares well
in karate tournament
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OIL CHANGE
SERVICE

.

Drain Old Oil
New Oil Filter ONLY
$1
Chrome Lubrication
Install Up To 5 Ols
Multigrade Quaker
Rog 22
Stale Oil
Check All Fluid Levels
Fro" 12 15 87j

95

TUNE-UP
ONLY $3795*

OFF
Valid al participating centers
with coupon Not valid weh
other tune-up offers Pr.. is la
most cars Some cars estra

Reg x4795
4, 6, 8 cyl
Standard Ignition $5 extra

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

Amman P1.

2 N. 2nd St. #140
San Jose
971-3977

Z
E Santa Clara

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
11111111111111MMIIIIIINIMIIIMININN

ACCUTUNE

& BFIAKE

298-7’722

MSC
CHECKS

OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
510 E. SANTA CLARA
AT Ilth STREET

1987
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General News

Most student% expressed discontent with the
University Police Depanment’s proposed ban of bicycles. skateboards, rollerskates and unicycles fron)
main parts of the carnpus.
Several students thought the proposed ban was
a bad idea because it punished people for seeking alternative limns of transportation other than automobiles to get to school.
Other students agreed with the proposal and
said that they are glad that the university is finally
taking steps to control the skateboards and bicycles.

Although most Californians have said the re cent drop in the stock market coupled with the de cline of the dollar won’t change their spending habits, a poll conducted for Sacramento and Los
Angeles area media groups found that 13 percent of
consumers plan to put off major purchases or travel
plans.
"Conservatively, you can figure about S500
million that was going to be spend now is going to
be postponed." said Steve Teichner, whose firm
conducted the poll.

Reactions are mixed at SJSU on the ruling of ,
the National Collegiate Athletic Association drug ,
testing case that the Association’s procedures were
declared unconstitutional by Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Conrad Rushing.
SJSU Athletics Director Randy Hoffman wasleft confused and disappointed by the decision.
"(The ruling) didn’t answer any questions people had on a national basis,’ he said. "He ruled it
unconstitutional. then turned around and said to test
for football and basketball. Ile might as well not
!lave ruled."
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AWAY FROM HOME and you don’t
know where io find
place of
worship", Consider the CHUFICH
OF CHRIST lust off campus. 81 N
8th St , 286-034e Mod ride? We
ars Christ ctn.. BM. bell. log and poople loving Bible
cis... Stood. at 9 30 A M
Tuesday et 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship al 10 A.M. & 6 P M Dorm
Bible studies evellable

. of

LOVE AND ROCKETS are coming to
San Jose State-when, Doc 6 in
the ballroom Gel your tickets
now. A S Business otficor SIO stu-

:hat
!If,

0.1s, edvance. S12 general
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your t.th. eyes
end mon. t. For information
e nd brochure se. A S office or
.110104)371-6811

lye
.ak
/UT

ak-

TURKEY SHOOT TUES & WED Base
ment-PriacOuerie Hall. 9 A.M. to 3
P M Sponsored by AROTC.

to

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t it lirm
you got down to the business of
your life purpose, Alternative Careerwork
Assessments.
Since
1970. Carol Wiles. M.A 734.9110

AUTOMOTIVE

ming.
11 run
player
en. a
atcher
stand r Don
t))

5(1.
JUdli

Ger
colic

DO YOU NEED A CAR," Pl.se call
AL SILVA st FRONTIER FORD
Sada Clara. 241.1600 Elrod out
how y. can guslity to buy todey,
75 HONDA CVCC autornattc.2 door.
run. but needs work. new Or.,
S495 bo make otter 415-368-5644

COMPUTERS
KAYPRO 0 & PRINTER 113M compel
eoffware Included. S450 Call 9243015
PC.00411. Computer & Accost?...
404 S 3rd St . .2. l408) 795-1606
One block frorn campus Nehvork
S995 IBM AT compatible S1.095
XT S525 Printer P10801 S179
Hard disk. mode. In..
6"..
off for students with I D
Com.
puler & Access... 404 S THIRD
ST . San J080(408) 295-1606

FOR SALE
acker
Jenti
ho
lidate
m b%

MUST SE L L I Oft-while sole and love... with 2 lamps S125. ski rack
S25, womene Nordece ski boots
slra 7-8 S35, rowing mach. M.
Moonset on.hine S60 Cell 6.1926 Move ...ago
SOFA FOR SALE!. Only S500 (was
SI 500 al BREUNERS) Looks new
Contemporary styling Call Karon
at 279-0572
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
has be. SAN JOSE institution
for 15 y.rs College-level stu.
dont. of history, political adorn.,
Bt.h, Asian and Chicano stud.
los. social work. womon stud.
lebor history, end mann. &
...lido should come in end
brows. We also hew. In English
translation. Sovlol te.tboolos in
the soda, ’dances We carry
both new end used books in tho
to.. field. as mil es fiction, poetry. children s. my.... and
much more P.tors. records &
periodicals - and the Juan Chocon Glittery Ionturing political.
third work!, end wornon’s an
BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
950 S First St . San Jose 2942930. (3 blocks south or .280)
’82 KAWASAKI OP: 550 Motorcycle
tor male S700 1:06 or b o Runs
good 2 thalmsts included 3749520. ask tor Bill Leave moose.

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS.
ACCOUNTANTS,
CLERKS’ Fern money @MI. developing an impressive mum.
through lob experleme Part doe
? full thoe positions ACCOUNTANTS ON CALL, 7635 N. 1M
S J 432-0064
BACK
TO SCH001.1.111111111111/11111
Back to Work....0.1.1.11111111111
Greet lob opportunity tor returth
Ing students Pert time Mb seek.
era etc earn top dollar doing lel.marketing for No Cele largest
Flexible Prato. lo/
newspaper
hewn* maple ell oh.. Cell
today 370-9096,,o
CAREER OPPORTUNITY’, Shut your
.on ode’ lino Insurance eq..
Up to 130,000 guarantee Comp.. training program el no c.1
to you wt. meld compeny Call
bd. 371-4663
DEW FFFFFF Y

seeking someone
Recontion leadoff. sp.leilst in
darn.. art. therspeutIc roc apply
el community roc ctr. 900 Kiely
OM! In Santa Clare Call 944.3257

tor Into
DISASIL ED FFMAL F NEEDS driver for
automatic IM yen 4-5 tiro.
month, good pay Call 265-4330
EARN 11200.111000month as a distributor for leeding nutrItionel firm
PM.. call 234-0744
EXP WAI

NEL P desk. Apply

deity eller 4 PM. Giorgio’s, 1445
Foxworthy Ave. SJ, 244-5781
Greet opportunity for big bucks
FLORISTS holper Sal end vacations
408-379-5673.
HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campue
Must know repair plumbing S7 hr
part tIm. Don-295-8641
HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW!, Walt
persons,bartentleohthome perry.
holpore Call Amends al Calor-Mg
by C.st at 867.2700
INTERESTED

IN

HELPING

YOUNG

PEOPLE’? Co.hots need.1 tor
an seer.school ports and activiffes program in San Jose Middle
Schools (Jr High) Sports or
Scouting background MIMI.. but
not oecesstory
cell
85 75 hr,
Randy al 249-6000
JOBS.,
JOBS.,
JOBS"
Looking for Immediate won? No
experience mcessary 504110 ped
ple needed within 2 weeks Inter whole.. company Call
Mr Austin at 432-1197
MONEY’
.140NEY,
MONEYI
Telomarket your trey to lois of it
it your ambitious, .11-motivated
and like inople. call us On that lob
training immediate openings in
FFF

our dormant, comforted. Campbell office Full and Pan lorne Call
370-9090
SSIS MAKE UNLIMITED INCOME SSS
registering Iffonmotts S2 -S2.50
signature F T, PT mono your
own hours. Cell 243-4593.
MODELS mod. for lunch end evening linger* fashkin show. No
en mc we train. Must be over
21 w dopendoble car Excel pay
and bonus Flinn’. hours Mid.. lace Fashions 24-0600
NOW

HIRING

Foodsorvers. busporson. dishwasher. cook Must be tigress’.
and
achievement
oriented
COCO’. FAMILY RESTAURANT.
370 S Kioly Blvd 244.3289. and
700 S

Blvd 985-7434

PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP,
National ftrm now Ms Immediate
oponings! Starting pey rate Is
SIO, No exporNnce is mod. because of our intensive on the job
treining progrern Good math and
reeding skills are plus Some
evening and oveonnd position.
ere *wile. and some thrxiblely
11. allowed during Mei drams In
addition, If you queley. corpora.
.holarships are awarded. Intern.
ships ant possible and y.
item 2.3.4 credits poor quart., or
...ter During your winter,
spring nd espectelly samovar
brooks, MI II. work ls
Cell today tor inform.. end en
imervie.o. or cell Monday through
Friday bortvrawn 10 and 3PM. (408)
922-0666 If the Nm Is busy.
pies. be .11.1 and try again
An eq.. opportunity company
PART

TIME

BRIOAL

SALES,
rnd ewe. some Saturday’s For more info call 358-2228

PART TIME, MARKETING REP Hore’s
good opportunity for all you
mertortIng & advertising shidonts
to work a few tors
wk
item
money Approx 10 hrs
wto
rn1
era mc Only
S5 hr
prerequisite is good personsety &
being people per. Must have
own mile. Irene Cell for ado
629-7151
PART TIME. your hour. Fund.. tor
netv political party 6250 SSOO per
wt. C.1476-7126
SALES TELEMARKETING

Be

your

own bo. Work el hoom Greet
come/heal. pocks. Free MM.
Iry No expert.. needed For
personal Interview call 415-9684833 Ask for Mr. Badger
SECURITY OFFICERS
PROCESS
SERVERS FT PT S O’Sqat shifts
FT PT evonIng process *Drams
We wIll nein Apply in person M -F
9AM-4PM, 240 Morldian Ave S J
206-5440
SECURITY RECEPTION ell shaft. ?I pl
S5-14 hr to Mari Fue donee., .
doper.. needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Sc.
elvd
Oicoll & Son Tome& Soots Clare Cal 727.9793
SHERWIN WILLIAMS loo&Ing tor PT,
good in Mall cot. coordination
& soiling Flex hrs . good comer
opportune. 20-30 tors torlo Call
723-7717 tor appointment
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL! E rte..
dory 1241PM daily Must h.ot ECE
Call
units, good peybedifes
TODAY 723-9380
TYPIST.PART TIME Pk& up & delfvor
Mention given. Coil 231-2700
VARIAN IMAGE TIAN DIVISKM has
F T wooing for
receiving ch.
1 yr material handling espertence
required WM M.
vend OM.
er’s ik.. and be elffe to MI ISO
CMI 015)4N-1000 446
VARIAN

r-4";,

Sheila Neal
1
RE vERt. ’NAT
YOU CAN 13E
TESTED
IRE
CfsEASE

P5Y040 BUNNY’S
DISEASE LS
OES/GNED SO
111EY
DESIe.N
7RE MEDicAL
INDos7Ry
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MU. PROFIT.
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READY FOR YEAH. DST
THE GAME, A SEColuD
tdALT?.
DARYL .

cluding gla.orna check, complete cont.. Mdse. eervice for
Molly Fshlon frames end sunglasses by tho losding dedgmrs.
Super thin lenses for high power
Rs Open 7 days
week. Insur-

HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 bedroom apartment In Sunnyvale. FEMALE only,
S312 15 too. Cell (415)969-7655

LOSE WEIGHT without ~log. nom
diet drink prov. effect. In Canadian formula, 159.95 FDA approved Call 280-0641
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE? Tinsndal aid from the private sector ls
ovorwhalmingly
mg.t.1 re

Alex el 294-4716.

ROOM TO RENT. 4250mo
Older Moe. for spring semester.
Nonsmoker Write S McClure. 25
S Almonsor MB, Alhambra. C
911101 (618)282-09119

’,INTO

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC’, Unwanted
heir removed harevor Confidential 335 S Baywood Ave , San
Jose. call 247-7486 for appolnt
mont
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
lasting
man Want to eetablish
rot...neap’ Ploa. .11 Brian at
296-2308

HEY I ENV, Happy B-Dayl You 11mily
ceu9hi uP (bul noi for long), How
bout apple pie nein. K, S. ye at
Band BABY
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA.
TOON( Shabbet dinners. part..
elms,
outings.
Wedn.day
Lunch and L.m. 01.ussions.
Israeli dancing. and much more,
For info call HILLEL at 2944311
I d Illo. to meert wen, vIvacknos. altruistic woman IM an occasion.
elly charming. busy 27 yr. old
envgrad student...M.0i
& @Moly traveled I m gontilmly
good
Imputed.
quite
decent
looking & bright (3 rotators). I
..y risque con. books. Modharolgoo dons & cue.
(spicy).
leffn
musk
(lousy
donor) I admire those w strong
d.lre
to
learn motto contrib.
show high deg. of pffosittorily &
swaremes Girlfriend of 4 yrs & 1
.pereted IM starting to MI Me
meting somoone
Y. re door..., Ind.. kind erudite (un& horny)
it.* mot".
A.m. al trionciehlp?, P 0

. now, A S Bush.. offke. SI 0
etude. ed.., general 812.

ANSWER
SERVICE.
S12.95 rno. No equipond 6 no
phono needed Lots of Natures.
call 9T7.3011

PHONE

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
p.m? Easy with AMVOX 24 hr
messaging ...to PM.. tor
sorordes & known.. & other
comm. Interest groups. Great
for single* Cell 993-3711
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Nichol. formorly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, we. got
the music’ Michel Prod.tions
provide. wide veriety of nousic
for your wedding, party. or dance
et r..nable rates Cell 0.0.
or Ptil at 249-2820 622.7359
TREAT YOURSELF to latest EUROPEAN heir & skin secrets Pre
mcrlpilontoternpl products tor
mon 6 women For FREE confidential personal or group spot
see. call or write VIKTOR (Ind
dIstr ) et Ski 211, M-F P 0 Box 9.
S J 95103-0009 or 270-3774 7-11
PM Uniquo doe opply fundraiser
WEDOING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIANO DistInclive
monad. touch A rarlety
with
of dem to choose horn ell Fee
*ono" priced BY APPOINT.
MEW (4011)259-5941
24 HR PRIVATE VOICE massage serv.
I. No poem.. to buy No
977-3653
phone Ilm

TRAVEL
AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Trawl rickets. W.lern
extra tkhols or others Will pay up
to 6350 inch (cosh) Call (91.
739-0736 or (1100)11411-1861
WITH JULIE.",
Youth
EURAIL poems, student
tours. discount air Mkt... MON
rosorvetions. etc FREE M.. do
livery on campus 335 S Ilth St ,

TRAVELS

977-0799

TYPING

15 per.01 discount No student@
end %wily Caoll boak. Chlocerfter
31.1147 Med Miit your Itrat owl el
1 2 pr. ’Unwanted Mir Mop-

IMAGE "USE DIV Itio
FT PT oponIng on weekend OW
tOr . anon.. squIpnwwn swab, Plemareis 1-3 MS Ell Nee.
? delereirme or equhrlient ED In

pears WM My Care Owen Cling.
. 369.3600. 14143 S eve
corn Ave .
’Mk Toney Gone

loClemo, coMputerr
U S cleton Criel 415-193-1100

ETECANE AT SUOINtS1 EYEWTAR,
Or
Christopher Cob.* 0 D

SECRETARY wIth computer
Clow to .hool Avail night 4
day Rush hobs ere my speciality
Cali Pam at 225.5075 or 225-9009

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Ex.
porionced with .hool reports.
11.4os, trenscripti., end group
Delivery,
Ping -Up
pr..%
Grano. Chock, Editing avell
able Student discount Only 12
minutes away Cell now to mien.
time bed. the rush’ (408) 9463042 Pen1.1111 Words and More
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic
word processing our specialty
Guaranteed letter quality accuracy Free disk stormy& proofing
Rossano.* rates Wok re testatepondade.grernmer-exporionced
coop. gr... so cell us with pa(esp
pers,reports.
at 251-0449
ENCE)

SCI.

PROFESSIONAL
M413
ACADEMIC
word proconsing Y.rs of @aped.
once serving SJSU faculty end
students HP iseonet ouiput AII
work guarentirod Minut. from
campus call PJ et 923.2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
nor. traperlence Group papers.
specialty Stud.I
Moses
count end free disk storage Call
24 hrs 923-4461-Chrystal-North
San Jo.
Professional
Thos.. pews. mum.. and dissertations
All ol your business or warlernic
need. Serving Evergreen SSJ &
Ma minutes from SJSU Stun.
Call Maureen
rm. availed.

ACCURACY ASSURED
Word Processing

APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis wet corn. 10 yews typing word processing experience letter quality
printing

Very competitive retee

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
area Fast. quality typing and
word procossIng of your res...
...Mc or businos. newts
Available
seven
deys
we. 365-1012
CALL LINDA TODAY! Avoid the rush,
Re.rwo now for your term papers. gr.p pron.*. the.s. etc
Professional word pr.essing.
tr. dish store. Oukk return, ell
work guarent.d Cassetle transcription
availed.’
Aimed..
Branham er. 7 days we. 2644504
DRUMMOND WORDPROCESSING,"
Thesis, journal are.. Son.c.
for graduel students
only Cell 774.2240

or faculty

ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Olean speclellets Also term papers. manuscripts. ...plays.
resumes. repot.. *Mr.. transcription Fre. SPFL CHEK. copy
edit. disc Mom. Quick turn.
around Santa Clara 246-5625

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
.adernIc. buniness. legal word
proceSing needs Tom pepers.
reports, ...mos. cover tellers,
group proracts. manuais. th...
dle.rlations. etc All .ademic
Monate
APA Fr. disk *to,
age. SPELCHEK. punctuation end
grammar assistance
All work
gueremeed Professional, qukk
dopondable torn.’ et AFFORDS B L E RATES,. Call Palm at 247
2661 (SANTA CT ARA) Further
.vIngs with referral rilKountst
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Alt types of paws all lengths
SI 60 pegs. doublespaced typing
e nd spelling, St 85 page, Typing
end full proofreading Campbell
sr.-local pick.up and dolivery
evallable 866-6960
/M111111E

IN NEED of quality word processing,
Try Jonny’s word processing
service term paws. reports, essays
9202

ell done efficiently

997-

L UCID ENTERPRISES
effordablor
student writing assistance, edit
mg. word or...sing typing Minutes from .1Lool Pick-up and deitvery.

Give your papers that
profeasi.el touch Call today lo
reserve your time
251-4665
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN pape typod
fest, Let mot help. S2 pg, 0121 sp
Resume. are SS pg I m on cernpus all day Tues & Thur. & eariy
rn on Mon Wed Fri for .sy p u
and clorti only type In I. eve.
flings Cell MARCIE st 729-6172
(Iv ming on rny mac hIno)
PROCESS IT WRITE’ Feculty and Mu
clods can rely on accurate
timely product’. of nowsleffers
reports. return... pubiketions.
rroanwocripts.
correspondence
Mc Will aid in grammar spelling
punctuottion For prompt 7 day
respon.. leave mots.. tor
Mr.. at (408)280-1821
PROFFSSIONL
Mc

tl.

SI 50 pg
1639
RESUMES,

PAPERS. resumes
rght way (yo my)
Tina 227
Speli cm

PAPERS,

WORD

PRO.

CESSING. Fest turnaround Easy
price Call PARTLY YOURS, 378
3706
RESUMES.. WRIIING
WORD
PROCESSING. 35 y.r. expert
enc. Stud. Discounts Ceram
Comore, 243-4070
SJSU TYPIST 2 bran.. from campus
Word processing. typing &
ling
Fr.
disk
store.
SI 25 pegs double sp.ed typing
Torrn papers, report. cmer
Md.. etc COI Fen el 2792152
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROEFS
SIONAL TYPING business s

vIcos Fast roaeonebte & ma, univorsIty Call (408)292.4047
TERM
PAPERS.RESUMESo
Need
help’ Call S 0 S " Gr.p prawn, !mongols. essays. mi. reporl Fr. spelling ch.k Lotter
drality printers
Flenm.
cover hatters for nee sumo. in
!amen’. and ell lob career opportunities
Competitive rates
Also ober typing and WP training
individual instruction witn iipe
’lanced torecher
Sunnyvale

735-81145 (Sue)

TYPING OF RESUMES. documents.
reports letters. anything on my
word processor
730-8930
TYPING,

Cell

REASONABL F

Leslie at

RATES

Santa Clara area Cell Patti al 2465633 and leen message
TYPIST. TRANSCRIBER. WORD PROCESSOR’
SI 55 page

Story
Road 101
double-spaced
PI.. call Cecelia (OM 3 PM) et
796-7390

WORD EXPERTISE Word processing
thesis ...rialto:on manuscript
English
French
Spanish Cell
371.8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. Instructors. sonali businoss Term
dopers. the.s. resumes. manuals. dissertations. mass mailing.
spell chock. etc
R.sonable
rates COI K & R DESKTOP SERV.
ICES al 774-7582 imihki pick up
& Oelivirry
WORD PROCESSING. studenis anal
eculty Convenient location oft I280 & Moth S2 standard clout.
space pa.
0764

Cali Londe al 999

WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES Ail
sudects Oueliflod wreere Rewrtling. editing. paper and thesis
development and assistance Mauro. Word proc.M. A
r 0SIMS
Catalog
(415) 841.5038
(Berkeley)

Idelowwwwn,

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tor each hoe)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 55 $41 35
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 BO
$6 60
$7 40

Five
Days
S5 20
S6 00
$6 80
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
SI 05
SI 20
SI 35
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Semester Rates (All Issues)

I

Name

5-9 LineS $46.00 10-14 Lines $63 00

15 Plus lines $80 00
Phone 924-3277

SERVICES
BARE FT ALL, Stop
/ening,
tweeting or using chernkal dep.
tor. Let ma pa/m..0y remove your unwonted heir (Mtn.
bidol. tummy. moustsche. elc)

and Iasi turn around available
Student. waive disc.nt Access Data. 261-4982 - slo for Te.

soloed Thenks
A A.I

awarmiraimolem alai

TIRED OF HEARING & reeding the
same old Socialistic enti-Arnori.
can vlompoint7 Worn. *bout
thls country’s future? There’s
opinion
AmMen
hope,
boo.tore We offor consorvallve
protoehnork. Iffereture, .on.
hist, gov-od-ebortion. creotIon,
scionce, hoon.choollng. elc 292,343. 420 S Beecom

Classified
Thanks
Tony 296-2067
SI 50 per pain d.bio sp.ed
Avenel. sm. days a...1y
Oukk turnaround Ali work gmr
trust

(408) 224-0652. 9ato to

AAAA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE In typing tints tope

MALE STUDENT.21, seeks earns tor
marraiship, tun !day many .ffvIffes, sports Os., P 0 Bow 642,
Soratooa, Ca 95071

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. C..
W Sundey LUTHERAN 10 45
sot , CATHOLIC 6 30 pm end 00
pm Pleo. cell CAMPUS MINISTRY el 216-0204 for worship.
counseling, programs and study
II.
NM.
opportune.
SM., Fel. Bob Leger. Sister
Judy Ryan, Rev Norb Firnhabor

1’

NEED STATISTICAL HELP? IBS Research Associstos will input. analyse. end interpret your data dmudvarkete
yad.
and
technlqms. Clow explanations
(415)3494407

160103 Cupertino Ca 95018
LOVE AND ROCKETS are corning to
San Jo. Slats wh.7 Dec 6 In
the broliroorn of S.0 Gat your Mk-

EnT Ink!

from tho private sector Write
Scholastic Consultents, P 0 Box
2744. Sant. Clore. Ca 95055 Or
phone 243-3964

HAIRCUT MODELS NEEDED,

Melo-Fornalehl-Thrroust bo op.
midi. Metro Mir at 279-9694

Bill Lukas

WELL, ATILLA DID Ski
vf WAS 0/SE of MS
VtAcEc , AND
FMOR
ALL HIS FRIENDS HuN6
cyl DONN HERE .

BOY 7100 60 Y500 Art tiNokl Aercrul

aid sources for which you are
gust.. We guarani. It. Call or
wrIte today for free inform...non
how you can receive financial ald

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles North
of campus OWN security build-

TWO ROOMS for rent 6275 plus SISO
In. 155 S
.149.11 osch
120.1 St Ask for Mr 8

Home On The Range

source
At Scholenk Consultants we have the r.ources lo
help you tap into the poly. MCtor tor M.o.’ ski No matter
whet your grades am or whai your
I..»
Is we can find financial

ROOMMATE WNTD- 2 bd. apt, 3 bilos
1 7
south of campus, $297 rno.
utilities Available Jan. 1, 1988,

295-6641

HEY,BRO77-IER!! THE
VICTIM OF REPRESSION!
EBoNY RIMY roRce-p
iN70 OuR CoRRuPTICM

now. 405 E Santa Clore St. el
MO, call 995-04118. We spesk VWnem., Spanish &

ROOM tor rent. Private bath 1.3.50 Includes utile... kitchen pr..
lies. Call 365-1557.

ing Singles only S395 to S425 Su.
...not on* block. bus & lee
rail merby No pals Near IntersorctIon of 10 t 1380 1058 N 4th St.

Gene Mahoney

ance 1. Monks’ are warmly we&
corm SJSU stud.ts & staff dm.. have 1" off. Call for mot

WAITRESS NEEDED JAPAN TOWN
Node. restaurent C611287.5944
S6 HR CLEANIPOG privets homes Must
be ...amt. dependable, 11.101.
hrs. No taxes. fees withold Call
9115-0439 Donn.
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Owen & fest work. et extremely
low price Complete lay. diem in-

WAITER WAITRESS COOKS
Earn
lop SISS.SSS Marie Callen.. Is
now hiring for ell hours WIII treln
Call 265-7130, 2831 Meridian Ave
S.J

k:

1:4

Good Clean Fun

VIDEO STORE parttime drip Must b.
noel & good per.onallty Cell
Terry et 225-3610

FREE

A of.RSOnt WON,
7C, P4WERY.
..T

belreILS.

Isaac Newt

A proposal before the state Industrial Welfare
Commission to raise California’s minimum wage
from $3.35 to $4 an hour met with protests from in[crest groups such as farm laborers, students, minorities, hotel workers and small businesses at the
second of three public hearings Friday.
The main complaint from the protestors was
that the proposed increases are insufficient and unjustified. and that another 1WC plan to pay students
and tipped employees a two-tier. sub-minimum
wage is illegal.
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A brief look at yesterday’s news
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Addre,s

Phone

C,ty & State

Zip

Enclosed ,s
Circle a CIsselficadon
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing

Personals

For Sale

lost & Found

Typing

Computers

Services

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jos* State University
San Jose, California 95192

Lines

_Days

Classified Desk Locoed Outside D911201
Noun 900451133OP M
Dadllnir Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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General News

Page fi

Teacher
linked to
murder
weapon
\

Lighting: Needs repair

Overshadowed

From page I
employees
had to bring the issue
to the attention of facilities.
"Theres no reason why I
should go around and check these
things out," Knipper said.
Russ Olson, electrical supervisor, said Monday that lights were ordered when Montgomery’s memo
was brought to the attention of
SJSUs electrical shop. Olsen said
he doesn’t know when they will arrive.
On Monday, an electrical crew
had found nine lights not functioning, during their own survey,
Olson said.
Olson also acknowledged that
SJSU’s electrical department does
not have the primary responsibility
of looking out for dark spots on cam-

\

Slate

t IIISCisll

linked

\

killed
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John I !lamina’’, a
\sill the sitic mottle% gene’ al’s
I lest,
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wino% of tioni the
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. "ioy Nine. I ’. via.
head ot
Ow desk
ot \
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"The police usually check them
and let us know the following day."
"We get most of our reports
from UPI) or our own electricians or

In

1
.

isiiii A amine. ot the
is diaigeil \%

Prisoners: Riot in Atlanta

nitirdct n. me young man. a 110,,,,
less run.,
yy Ito reputedly yy,i11.....1
as a male pot.tittile in the %AL,’ Hiii

Front page I
announcement
that
negotiations
were being conducted in person and
by walkie-talkie.
The initiates who seized control
of th federal detention center near
Oakt. de, La., threatened on Monday
to kill their 25 hostages if authorities
stormed the facility.
Those prisoners. who had at
first demanded to remain in the
United States and not be prosecuted
for the riot and hostage -taking, were
demanding outright freedom on
Monday, said Warden J.R. Johnson.
Thirty-one people. including 15
detention center employees. had
been treated for injuries since the inmates’ riot Saturday night.
Sen. John Breaux. D-La was
prepared to meet with the Oakdale
prisoners to relay Meese’s offer. said
Rob Mann, the senator’s spokesman. "He’s just waiting for the Cubans to agree on who their representatives will be," said Mann.
The United States and Cuba had
announced the agreement to return
the prisoners on Friday .
Thick black smoke poured from
the stone prison in Atlanta. which
was surrounded by city police and
firefighters. Georgia State Patrol
troopers and emergency medical personnel.
Early Monday evening. smoke
began rising from a different section
of the prison.

lye,00(.1

The torso ot Nute’s body via.
knout in a remote inea near Erestio
and the ar His and legs yv ere found
near a trecAA.o. otti amp in \’alencia.
2110 mile...may
-This bullet \vas flied t rom this
Haniman testilied
Tiany.’s prelimmaiy hearing
Municipal Court Juylge 1)ay
Horwitz is healing lestinion to de
lermine hethei hraitc should he in
dered to stand nial hir the intirklei
limploy cc. ot a Holly yyood
equipment rental store thoi ’demi
lied ham: as a man MI, wilted
chainsAm A,Iiich
Monied ss ith
Hood and hits of human flesh in its
innerwinkings
But during 10IillaNS se,1011.
Raul Gutierre/. head ot operations at

the store. said the chamsaw was re
turned by a young blond man. not h
Fram
Ilanc’s public detemler. Mark

Kaiserman has suggested the Lie
tendant rented the say., t.01 someone
else and yy ill blame that person hit
the killing
Authorities said at the time in
FranJ.s Airiest that a seciind ?nail
might be inyolied in the case. bin
1)eptity District \
ney Stelling
Noir’. says he’s Mit \Ain% irked ii1111C
second man theor
Kaiserman said outside court

that lie has no plans to call Franc as a
witness at the pielinimars
resir
but said he sould ono
I llllll y trom defense vy ’messes home
the proceeding concludes.

than Baer - Spectai to the Dady
% hidden path !Riot:en the Facilities Building and
llie Business ( Lissrio ttttt Building lifters strollers a

fey%
tits id solitude on a busy campus. I’m:Bitics maintains the school’s grounds and buildings.

Freed dissident fights depression, fears
)\()T. Israel API
Ida
Nude’. the (iiiardian Angel" ot
Soviet JeirNISI1 dissident, Ito forighl
and finally %von a I() -ear battle 1,,
emigrate. says the tianstormation
from outcast to cclehilis has lett het
despondent and ill al ed.e
Ireedoni.
Instead ot
Nude!
tiphinitl. 1..epie..ion
I
and es haustion as she vy iestles ith the de
minds arid inivei tannic. of her neyv
life in Isi;w1
"Iii a single 11111111ent. I arriyed
on anothei planet. in an absolutely
different coilozation and lite.- the
graying. -1 toot I I Nudel told
Associated Pies. last Yveek
lwr
first in depth inter% iev, since leav ing
,.11( ki 15
the Sov let
\\lien I yy as lett alone in my
sistei’s apartment tor a teyy hours. I
couldn’t figure inll UM\ to turn on
the tamet." she said. -1-01 someone
like me. this is yery depressing."
"Also. in itie Soy let (Intim. I
was accustomed to liing

among a

hostile population. Hew. Mc attention is too strong for me to cope
ith.- she said. clutching her shirt
close to her neck anyl stroking
the collie that was once her only
companion
Nudel. 5h. v..as first denied permission to emigrate in 1971 on
grounds that she might have over -

\I( Y1’1 II
I

and s;.I

’When I was left alone in my sister’s
apartment for a few hours. I couldn’t figure
out how to turn on the faucet.’
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Shatansky . heed in .1 prisoner eXill IsChrliarS I mib, has coped
ing a public relatame by
tions spokesman yv ho titters his teleand ontacts.
Ida Nadel, phonelitit Niidel said she doesn’t
Soviet Jewish dissident vy ant to icittain a public figure
shaiansky
\%
ni begin a nor

.ts
heaid .1.11, .ecrets
a bookkeeoei too the Nlosc.,,, hist!
nue i)1 H (liolog and Microhnilogi
I
cal Sy tit.iesis
Ey entually tiled trom het lob as
,u,ountaiii and separated trom
her !mink .
had been :Mimed ni
C011ie 10 Ismel.
inlet diamided het
enerp into %sinking on hehall
ini

prisoned Joys in the Soi. let mon
hei the imk
Hei metes. etioits
Mime ot the "( 41,0,1111,
In 197o. N. iidel vy as sentenced
to tour y cal. in Sibei ian exile lot Iwi
A. Sos let autlimities
ado. istil In
allii hei II, remit’ to her
iehiscil
\jo,,,,
,ind she
101Ced
10
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Rehoym. 15 miles south ot Tel
Ay ty Instead iti being shaditived
the Is( ill. she is mobbed M \ken s\ him. on the ...Heel.
.1
\%iintati who %% as Idiom a
telephone tor the last eight yeal.
novy receiy es InOre
L all, and
SO

tenet,

,hopping

awnue

twin

mound

ptil

iAttiselt

From page I
ence to those Cubans who came to
the United States in 1980 via the port
of Muriel and who have been de
clared ineligible to enter the United
States legally .
"The purpose of this statement
is to restore order, to protect the
safety of all persons involved, including those detained. and to insure
fair treatment.- Meese said. "Ry
fair treatment. I include how the debe handled. if the upristainees
ings end immediately. All will be
treated properly and there will be no
,unlawful reprisals."

Nile
IN.
Inn% ocr. gOing 9k. ith
Shaiansky and ()thin so let Jeuish
Atiists to the United Slates during
the 1)ec. 7 to IO sinning between
Piesideni Reagan and So% iet leader
S Gorbachev’. The activists
plan to demand that the United
States raise the issue of Soviet JeWS
during the meeting.
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Great copies. Great people.
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MO S. THIRD ST. 2114423/
41 E. SAN CARLOS ST. MINER I

LOWER LEVEL IN THE
STUDENT UNION.

JOIN OUR FAMILY TREE

Apply For:
Room Servers
Hostess
Waiters/Waitress
Banquet Servers
P. M. Concierge
Cocktail. Servers
PBX Operators
Front Desk Cleric
Sales Manager( 2 yrs. exp.)
Application Hours
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OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
*CLUB
TURKEY
’CHICKEN SALAD
*TUNA
ROAST BEEF
’AND 10 MORE

Just bring in this ad when you purchase
a Suzuki Samurai from Almaden Suzuki.
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With the purchase of any sandwich*

COPY
YOUR
TERM
PAPER

Furnished

V.111,111’,..,

FREE
Frozen Yogurt
in a cone.

111,11. lillk

since he \\ as a

litit

When

Cubans

Armed prison officials held
control of some parts of the main
building and 23 -acre compound. but
authorities refused to discuss what
areas were under inmate control.
FRI negotiators were trying to
get the inniates, who had no list of
demands. to release the hostages.
said Mike Caltabiano. executive assistant to the 11.S. Penitentiary warden. He would not say how many
hostages were involved or where
they were being held.
The Atlanta inmates had no
guns but were holding a number of
hostages including federal prison officials, he said.

Get a Free Samurai Cover.
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Llialiee

!she 1. inundated %k 1111
pl11,11, appeataiii:es and has littic
priyate time
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ney er imagined people
woulyl lie so Larried :INA\ ." Said
yy
in a shop the mho
NULICI
day when the ov, net leCtreill/Lid
am! got gOOse hUllips Hc uris C \
cited because he had been heatim,

I oda s . she lises in
gosernided apartment in Ai high-

rise on a

a

"Mid. ‘",,,s. 11"Ie‘
10: lila Nikki’. neer

ith011i Me
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anyone on campus seeing those
problems," said Fran Lehto, a work
control coordinator in facilities.
Dusahlon, who along with Lt.
Shannon Maloney. is in charge of
the UPD until a new chief is named.
said after speaking with an evening
officer, that IIPI) used to report the
lighting problems.
Rut when campus construction
began. Dusablon said. "gradually
they just drifted away from checking
them" because sometimes the outages were directly related to construction.
Dusablon said, "It wasn’t a
written policy. It was just something
they had been doing."
SJSU lighting problems aren’t
new to Knipper. Last year he noticed
the lights in front of Clark Library
were on during the day and off at
night.
When Knipper reported the
problem. he said, "they were fixed
the next day."

998-0223

SUZUKI, INC.

909 WEST CAPitni. tpilifilESSWAY
SAN JOSE CALWORNI
11,
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Capitol Exp
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Curing the holiday hangover

a

-- Daily staff photograefff

,ff

.Morning after tips for those too tipsy to function
11%* Han% In.szebreteqi
Vs’ith one ee open. tundia
dust in your mouth. and a 110, lim2
hall in iiiii. :nit. Noil ’,lead,
watch as the height 0001 thill IMf
ran over you speeds of I into the
distance. Your head onks hack
dtmn. and a bawl% audible iiroan
escapes from youi parched lips
Yep, it’s that time ,,,,,un:
TIMC to deal tft MI the drjaded
hangover.
With the holidas season
t:mites a plethora Ot p.1111e, :01d
esents that Ole, ipportunities ,,,
suck down a cockiail or a fe.
\Viiile mime pe0ple die nulic ,u,
ceptible to the detiiiitaiiii:i ,ri,t.,
of alcohol abuse. iiihei . hase had
long eats of homing k1/4114.11 lioe
accustomed them to the hleotv
side of life
()K. you’se got to admit that
it was plent!. ot tin; ...Tiffin: to this
disensting point. hut nov, you
File pounding
hat e lo stiller
head. the dry thioat. upset skim-

;01 and general sense ol letharp
that are the components ot a hang met ha% e sunk then clats into
toli. draining itii fa energy.
The follott mg tips are de ’’Ift."‘’‘I t" ,IKII’ ,II"’Ne rx, ’th., "nti,
Miff ,..ire less anon, whit nuntiitruing acis ilis.;. mat. ha% e performed vi hi le inebriated. than
about healing themselves of the
atter-ettects ot their drinking.
This assortment of hangover
cures hate mei v.. ith xaried JegIVC, Pi success among different
pia, ti, loners of the art of drunkenes. %Irving and matching ot
tileW illICS I, IP he done at the
reader’s discretion
I 1)on’t stop drinking. As
the old I orrie Jordan song says,
"Vv’hars the tise of gettin’ sober
%Oen x mire gonna get drunk
agairf.’’’
7 D011.1 ’,LW drinkine The
old "ctit them ott at tit:pass
technique
3 Pace yourself . Excessive

oic the result ol evi.es
ske thinking.
4. Sleep. Much of the .mful
feeling that accompanies a hangovrer is the result of sta\ing up too
late and not getting suf
sleep.
5. Drink plenty of water before you start drmking. Alcohol
dehydrates the body Drinking a
lot on the actual day of the hangover- can also be helpful.
h. Eat a good meal before
stepping out. A full belly will aid
in absorbing the alcohol.
7. Good. sate so. ()r even
mediocre sev. ror that matter. les
hound to make ou feel much heftier. and it gives you an excuse tft
stay in bed.
K. Vitamins 13 t gamins in
particular are depleted limn a
hrkly suffering flout alcohol imeslion. If f,ott hae a doctor \All will
e oil 1.1- 12 shot. mole pov,e1
Ask for a fey. txilts of pule
to
oxygen vdtile you’re at the dot:-

ff
’trice. too.
9 Cotlee Not only does the
caffeine gie you a boost of en erg
hut it also opens up re
slimed blood tcs.els Nome tot
eians of the hangmei
111:0 C
recommended stronger sunlit
hints. but most of them are stir
rently illegal.
Ir) Herbs My own personal
combination 1,11,1SI, 01 12111,eng
.
I I tieng.
gotti cola,
hiss nut.
pepper. and
garlic \ II of these can he found at
any dci.ent health food store.
There .11C P111C1 helbs that aie
hut
sometimes
, too,
are also ,.1;001ed
‘Alb stance,
I I Asprin. It sure canf hurt.
12. T
sit iiiindies,h, lot
hours. oc, asuman grunting or
muttering something inaudible.
I ; 1..ggs liciteJ ILI Fins recipe \.
ieporte4th. ,orkik ted speLAIR.
for a mon named Benedict ;Aho \vas siitteting from a

hang. ft ei
1-4 Hair of the dog. Tiie
most common drinks that haw
heen foisted on the public as
are
libations
moming-atter
Bloody Marys and Ramus Fittes
hail,
or
a
showei
15. Take a
A sauna or a tat:rt./if could also he
beneficial.
lb. Massage. When you are
hung over is a perfect time to he
pampered.
17. Pepto-Hismol.
ter. or any other similar commer
cial remedy.
18. A good game of pool.
tennis. or any other endeasiii
which makes you conceit!’ ate
thus taking your mind MI
abused condition.
Of course. this list could L’011
tinue. Those with creame drink
ing habits ill probably. has CIV.1
ilVe

CUR’,

:IS

drinking. Clli0V the v’hitilildasH1:11:1\
don’t time drunk unless it’s in the
pi p acs ot stiklI PV, 11 II%
100111.
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’Twas the night before
finals in a dorm room
By Hans Ingebretsen
’Tv.as the night before finals.
And all through the dorm
Students sat burning their
books
To stay warm.
Their studies were through.
For the tests. they were ready.
They all knew their lessons.
And their nerves were steady.
Hot toddies were brewing.
The rum. it was flowing.
To parties with friends
Everyone was going.
And I with my papers
And huge stacks ot notes.
Sat studying my lessons
Through learning by rote.
When out in the darkness
indow I saw.
Thmugh
A slee/y hide man
Give a chortle and guffaw.
His body was thin.
And his clothes were ragged.
An unkempt beard
Made his face look haggard.
He crashed through my door,
Threw up on my rug.
Took a swig of Thunderbird.
Then passed me his jug.
The lolly old wino.
Though he smelled of liquor.
Said he knew a way
To make my studies go
quicker.
This downtown hum
Had the key . lie said.
-ro encourage great knowledge
To fill up my head.
"Why . it’s nothing fancy."
The Amu burbled at me.
"I’ll give you the answers
for a paltry little fee."

..see. rill :111 \ professor
Here at San Jo.e State.
I
I knew mapy Lungs
Before I met this sad tate."
"With all the test answers.
You’ll do simply fine.
Now just go out and buy me
A new bottle of wine:.
So off through the snow
To the store I did dash.
I grabbed a cheap bottle.
And plunked down some cash.
Then back to the dorm
I ran with great speed.
To thank the old man
For his wonderous deed.
His grubby. gnarled hands
Snatched the jug front my
paws
And in a matter of seconds.
It poured down his jaws.
"The answers!’ he burped.
Your way is now clear.
You can now face your finals
With no hint of lear.
In a flash he was gone.
Leaving no trace of his stay .
Save a long list oi 1111\1e1
For tomorrow ’s tinal fray.
On Econl On ft
On Music and Science!
May you all be tlushed
Down a clean white appliance!

Holiday happenings
Hy RiCaill’d Ajolronj

SO V, Ith :I satisfied smile
I turned out my light.
Wishing good grades to all.
And to all a good night.
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No Fee

WE HAVE OPENINGS IN:
Retail Stock Clerks
Light Production
Vacation Fill-in
Clerical

For the most
outrageous to the
most formal of
holiday events
use...
I- ke

--144’fry_yet_y- ?Xs
Professional live entertainment
for all occasions.

$75off! *
Call Today!
(408)446-1788
*when you mention this ad

.10se
Ito

ahundance ot
happenings.
The annual lighting of the
50 toot w hite (7hristinas tree at
Fisherman’s
p
NoyembeWril2r15’. liccurs
3()
In the v.orld of San Francisco
theatre. "Beach Blanket Baby
Ion’. runs to December 31 at Club
Sugaci Theater.
ACT will have their annual
"A Christmas Carol. from December 5-26 at the Geary Theatei
Grace Cathedral Choir w
have a Christmas concert on December 12. 13 and 19 at 4 p.m.
The San Francisco Ballet will
also dance "The Nuteraker" from
I )ecember 17 thru January 3.
01.1 want a taste of the holspirit. there is the VI\ e le
Beaujolais wine testi v al t10111 li
p.m. on Ikcember 3rd at the ( ial
leria Centeron. WI Henry Adam,
Street.
Christmas wouldn’t
I)icke,
plete
ithout
the
Christmas Fair running on week
7.’11 at Pier 4sends through

TEMPORARY PERSONNEL SERVICE

r

plo,c

""ni l’ Tend the ’Wild," ‘e,1",
prilhIC111. San l’EallL’Isit) has an

Earn Cash For Christmas
CONTEMPORARIES

I
& PGVAVVV
0

\

,liokk mg "The Sing,:
five. horn Do. I I 13. the
Die Nut, iaker" how the
I
I s ""o. and the sy mpliony
-Messiah.’ on the 21st and 2’nd
Call tht: CP \ 110
ill Y42 tor ti,ket priccs and show
times

A

On Engineering’
On Accounting and Speech!
To the depths iii know ledge
lkly mind can now reach!

0
Staff Box

Pel it31111111i:

So another holiday season is
upon us. and we all know what
that means
No. not all that "peace on
tots ard men"
earth and good w
ja//, but another one ot those routine family reunions, w filch we
decent humans fear to face.
That means sitting next to the
uncle who’s alw a cracking his
insipid jokes. or k issin the aunt
with the moustache that !eels like
sandpaper against your delicate
skin.
Above all. a time once again
to taste the Christmas turkey that
never seems cooked properly and
the stuffing with those little celery
bits that mysteriously appeared
out of nowhere.
Fortunately . there are plently
of holiday events happening in the
Bay Area to add plently of variety
this holiday season:
The
Holiday
Fair and
Christmas I.ane Show returns to
the
Santa
Clara
(7ounty
Fairgrounds Dec. 5 and 6.
’A
Victorian Christmas:
Turn of the Century Holiday Atmosphere." makes a three-day
run from Dec. I I-13 at the San
Jose Historical Museum.
"Chistmas in The Park."
where all the trees in City Park
(between South Market and San
Carlos) are lighted, runs from
Ikc. 12-27.
If fairs and lighting of trees
are not your bag. the San Jose,

And much more!

4.
Call Now
(408)241-9800
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‘Capades’ skate into town
for holiday performances
’,Ilia’, hi
I he 48th annual 1,c Capades
glided Imo
)akland Coliseum
arena ankl Co \k
this month.
dttim.titn2 audiences of all aTes
It’s the tpe ot slio promoj_
lot the i.liutilov,ti Sall Jose
Melia me hoping to aurae!. he ;am,. ot
tam’, atmosphere
liiit it the erokil
(lalsland
last %keek k. as all Milk:anon, Sall
Jose oil
hetter think iv, ice
sh
attemle,.1 Thtirs,la ’s
shin, my
e erthcless. t row hahies to
tlie same to see
I
e sho" and II’ Peoal
skate’s ’,ism
2nosts
/

Ahme: Jeanne Nloore
and her dad Koh
Moore perform %%Rh
(me of their dogs from
a troupe called
Nloore’s Nlortgrels at
the slum. Right: !ct.
Capade performer%
ansser a curtain call
from the Oakland
Coliseum crm

Tor 111 and ’hi istiipher 1)ean
lee Capades is lee Llaneing.
"here Preet"on ts
ke elemem
een to the least imolsed on the
floor. The skaters
pertorm lit months each
don’t %keit!’ those kink glittering

I cd,1.
\ pin
Tektkl ’s routines stole the
hov, tot the I’s Id,
lee Capades also included
humorous
performankx
" Tome’s Nliiin,rels and his 9
dogs. the higgest ot Miteli tried
porittall
seen at Major
a do/en times to stand on a
skatim.! e ems
suspended rope_ It final I) klid.
Instead. lee Capatles’ skaters
For the serious ice skate fans.
sport eostumes to compliment the second half V.as prohatth
eaeli sk it
kkortli the S12 511 ticket. v.hiefi
and genIt’s theater on ice, \Ouch is includes the
Ile skallit! of Siker \lett:dish al
...110,AI) II\ ballet twine skallih:
such
.1.01% ill ’and Deati’s lo the 1984 Winiei Games in SeraKat and Peter Carruthers
*Itolero.’ and le
.fdeonot
Ice Capales V, III Ile
’The
tamer’
and hill
ne at the Om Palace
kids
ot
like Wm

Photos by Ken Johnston

Dady staff photographer

Jane Tor% ill
and
Christopher
Dean
perform
their 1980
gold -medal
ice skating
performance.

1.1
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Holiday movies: full of spirit or turkeys
131.1)01.c Lanvin

Too,

make a
icalistis Christmas too\ ie \lost
films dealing u ith the holiday s
paint all idealistic picture in %%hat
es cry one uants the season to he
The films usuall \ center
around the nuclear famil \ gatherini2 in their white. middle-class
suburban neighborhood. A heas
dose of sentiment and hue IOU Illlman0 is also included.
\
Rarely slo we see the
,ommers.ialitation that plagues
Christmas season. They never
shim the Thrifty and Payless drug
stores that haul out the holiday
paraphernalia the da \ after Haiku\ een. or the deluge of tele% ision
sommercials promoting phony
sentiment to sucker consumers
int,. making more purchases.
BIlt H0111.ktIod’s citiphask
oll what Clirktimi, ought to he
Isn’t reall \ harmful. There have
heel’ some eleat films made about
the holida \ s. hut the studio, hake
also churned out some real stinksH 0 Ilk WI tild 11

,

eI I0

First. the hest.
"II, a Wonderful Tile.i 1946) makes eyerybody’s list of
hest holiday films. And it ser(tinny ileser\ es such acclaim. This
Frank Capra classic captures not
only the traditional spirit. hut a
general lose of life a, \sell. James
Steuart and 1)orina Reed are eycellent as well as the outstanding
supporting cast. A classic. hut
uatch out for the horrible colori/ed ersion. As ailahle on home
\ ’dem
" \liracle on .1-Ith Street...
11947) is another film that really
doesii.t neeLl any more fanfare hut
the basis. story of a kindly oh] gentleman ITLInitintl Cry,
uho
claims to he Santa Claus. Young
Natalie N’ood is the unhehey ing
\ ince The
child he nmst
courtroom scene i .1 cat...sic in itself. This film has also heen desecrated hy the madmen with the
coloriiing computer_ The film
was lati:r remaLle as a dreatlful TV

intik ie that cra Is oui from Linde’
its lock each Christina,. f A \ ail able on home \ ideio
-Holitta \ Inn.- (1442i is a
Christmas classu. if only for the
fine Ir\ mg tieilin songs leatured.
Iiing Crosby hist rendition of White Christmas.- The
nearly transparent plot
\ es
around an inii only open during
the holislay
"A Christina, Story
t1983) is a del ighttul offering
about a young boys eyperience,
one Christmas ii) the 1940s
ssest. The
elk he V, anis from
Santa is a RR gun. a request that
gets him a "You’ll put \ our e)e
out.- The film has a slight’ \
isted. irres crew tone that creates
memorable.
if slightly
warped characters. take most holiday films. "Stor
lasted ottb
briefly in it, theatrical release. hut
this gem stirs Ise. s ia sideocassette and occasional Christmastime shim ings on sable tele\ ision.
tAi.ailaNembimic00,

Christmas Cal
1 n’t li is one ot the 111.111\ taneinatis \ ;illations in the Cliai IC S
feailasNIC This TV nim
tures George (. Scot’ go. mg a
as
memorable
Sciooge. Well also% e ak erage. this
could he considered a classic in a
feu \ ear,. i Ay ailahle on home
\ Melo.
-The (lathering.- (19771
is a TA’ mos le that tells the shit)
of a man i Fd suer) attempting to
bring his clime family together tot
one final Christmas celebration
before Ite dies Asnet is esiellent.
hut \laureen Stvleton steals the
shim as his %k Ile Another esamplc ot a made -tor -television film
that outshines many theatrical eftints f as ailable on home \ ’deo’
. the uorst
And
"Santa Claus Constuers the
\ !mumps.- f 196-4i is an cyirucia!nigh had. grade -1. homb that is
filmmaking at it, uorst It seems
that the jai \ fat gu \ and a couple
of Earth kids are kidnapp:d and

taken to Mars to pros ide Santa
sers ice for all the little rue -rats of
that planet the multi talented l’ia
/anima plays one ot the children.
\ ideocassettel
\ ailable
-Santa
Claus.
the
Nlo
19s51 Hoyt. can
ahout the life in St. Nick he rated
pc,
this one %%as. and
irs -.imply an oserhlown and
o ete \ ,qtgeiated telling in the legend in Santa Claus. It’s like the
pouer,-that -be in Tinseltoun figured that if \ ou spend
on a !MAR,. IIs gol
he good.
kVell. tell that to the makers of
’’Saiita (lain, The \
and
nlaybe een "Ishtar
()iie
" It
Happened
Christmas.- is not on!) a tire(I remake of "It’s d Wonderful
its the epitome ot television turning an escelleni stiiry that can’t he
made -for,
..
111111rMett
to
IX rehash. I he hest ail \
!hese

ot

itrins

it,

’us!

Celebration of Christmas has long history
l)chorall G. Guathin
As retailers display flocked
pine trees. Santa ornaments and
canes. local religious
groups piepare to brighten the
dark day s of winter with holiday
lights
Lich
Inter the h011(la
\ es earlier in shopping malls and
tele ision commercial,.
Whether Christian or not.
ill he inundated
probabb,
ssith ’Merry Christmas- greetings. red ,tockings and holiday
gift ideas
Todas
culture 1.10i.11Se On
the (’hristiati holiday because it
makes money . hut usually forgets
the season., historical and spiritual basis. Yet no matter %%hat it’s
called. most cultures seem to celebrate at the v, niter solstice.
Dec. 25. the date of the
major Christian holidaN. traces

hack to the third century H.C.
when the winter solstice. or the
celebration of the festival of the
sun. fell on that date.
Sometime during this Ce1111.11")
records indicate the church must
have decided to establish Dec. 25
as the commemoration of the binh
of Jesus Christ.
Religious scholars believe
the church picked this day because
it combined the pagan testi\ al of
the winter solstice, the shortest
day of the year. with the Chi istians’ celebration of the Nlessiah’s
birth thus encouraging the
groups to merge
As the two holidays merged.
the idea of celehrating grew and
eentually de% eloped into today’s
cultural commemoration of gift 01% Ing.
But what about the spiritual
side?

Malls prepare for shoppers
li,

11.1)(011:1
As tradition ha, it. minions
trawls at South Flay ,Iiiipping ,..enters are
SantiCs ely es
hus \
planning ilecorations toi the upcoming holiday eaS011.
It ou’re one of those people
who still go to the malls to ga/e at
the t %%inkling lights and remember
what if v,as like to sit on Santa’s
lap, here’s a Finish’s% n ot villa( is
on tap tot the neNt month
Shopping
East ridge
located on Tull) Road in
tido Jo,e
hold it, halo timid! arrial of Santa Clan, on
Nos . 27. The parade %%
feature
more than 60 units and 1.200 children
I astriLlge
gike shoppers
an cal
ith \ alet
holitho gni
pinking e eiy S:11111(1:1\ mid
lage

’Fon n and Country Villocated at Sic% ens (’reek

and South NA iiiLliestei honk.
von he feminine .1 (111,11
s arils
ICI

DICkells

caiolers

holidit songs eseiy
Thursday arid Fuldal. heentning
the da), attei Thanksgi% mg until
Christina, Ise. Arhertking \tanager Mars Cal \ anis, ,aitl
\ alto) Fashion Park
located Wolfe Road in Cope!
v, ill hold its annual paiade
tino
from I I :1.111 to 110011 the 1.1,1 .111e,
ssistarit Markel
Thanksgi
mg I)irectot Jill Vane/ said
\
tice
The
7’S The
\ii
\sill he at 4 p
Los Ciatos Chostian Clion %,
also he there to giye pertoonaii, es
at 2 and 4 p.m in trom ot I nip,.
rium-Capu ell
Fair Shopping
Valle)
located di ’511 ti
(’enter
\sill be
C0111 Ake In Sall Jose
open evtemied hours to J0.01111110 date the anticipated holida lush.

The Meets of C’hristnias
hose been telt hy other religious
groups including Jewish and Fast ern Asian cultures.
In some Eastern cultures
there are Det.ember holidays. hut
ustialIN the coincide with the
winter .olst ice . said (’hris Jochim,
who teaches Easteni Religions at
SJSt!.
-Some siis the (’hristnias
date marks a celehiation of light at
the end of the \ ear. In Chinese
cultures the solstice represents a
period in lellek
111 Liman. December 25 is
known as a "lucky day on %kind,
married
many people decide ti
Although there is no ieligious
connection. Jochim said he helloes that tor practical purposes
celebrating on the same day allou s the Tinuanese to base the
same holiday from 1.01-k
HaIllIkkall. the le,d1,11 Feast
ol I iglu,. commetnordie, rhe rededication of the Temple
the
Alacabees iti 165 B.C. alter their
deteat ot the Syrians. The celebration lasts tor about eight days
and tails t III the IV, Olt% -t !till
. the ninth month ot the He brim calendar.
Because Hanukkah commemorates a battle y ictory its
considered a minor holiday . not a
religious one, said Rabbi Jonathan

Plant .1 Femple Nt11:1111.1 I
gi mg gifts he,..inie s% nonymous 1% It Christina,. Jo% isli
tradition picked up the hab
began trading presents :it Hamm
kah. Piaui calls the tradit
merely. "a copy .- hut says the
Christian holiday has no other et feet on kwish religious tradition
The Lutherans. a Protestant
denomination. celebrate the sea
prepaies
them.
son ot
one tor Chi ’,Anna.
’The season tit Ad \ ent
noted hy soberness hesailse (it,d
coming In Chtlq... Said the Re
I mtheran
SJSI
\Olt)
campus minister
Dining Ad \ ent people have a
sense or v, ailing and church readings remind the congregation ot
the voice of the prophets in the
()Id Testament. he said
Vet e \ en Chrktianity 1, inim
dated by the "retail.. Christmas
"The problem the church has
with the culture is that it think, in
helk. laughter and celebiatine
Furnhaher said. Because the
lure starts celebrating much ear I lei
is
the mood of the holida
changed.
"The seasonal flavor is that
it’s the deepest ot u inter %%hen the
hrielitness and lieht of the gospel
an 1\ es.- he said
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ORS NOTI IS LEGAL TENDER
FOR ALL DEBTS, PUNLIC AND PRIVATE

;,.voiNe

rill:F_S’ElSi-17

B a printer with your
Madntosh and conserve paper
,.It._
71\ . I Macintosh" persolildalicoApmpliuter of paper
save will have a lovely green glow titir purchase with a variety of fin:111(.111g options
We feel compelled to tell vou.though, that
You’ll save a hut idle of casli \Olen \NI
.. ^ imageWriter.*11 purchase an lmageWriter printer along with it deal like this cant last forever:* So it’s a good
v inl
pr II iter will save \ our choice ofa Macintosh Plus or it Macintosh idea to see flur campus microcomputer center
....
%oil hours of nine. VA to mention gallons of
SE. Either way you’ll be able to turn out beau- today And join the conservation iiimement.
correction fluid and reams and reams ()limper. tifully written and beautifully printed papers.
And, if \ nu hti \ hotli i low, the first ream
to \ our hest7
And we’ll even try to help 1-81 pay kir
The

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

,
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Sue Bowling Daily stall

photon, timer

A time
for love

%Noe. a ))))) an sits by her belongings in downtoun San Jose. This man partakes
fit’ a free meal al the City Team Rescue \fission in San Jose. sjS1 students can

George Sakkestad Special to the Daily
Yoltinteer to see% e Thank4thing, and Uhristmas dinners at the Mission. The Mission sem es free dinners mem night lathe ueek. not just during the holidays.

SJSU course offers credit for helping the needy

/iv (7/or/wit’ /town
1, prOk Wing ttl
N11110011dIng
glade students. as
10 K I
Man) communit)
lions are yrorking hard Liming the ..islance in atiei school programs
Thanksgo mg holiday to pro\ ide and sports, and promotion or culsupport to needy um ersity neigh- tural activities.
initiated h) the
()rigiriall
bors ()tie SJSLI hotly. ’lime\ et.
orks hard lor underpmileectl 10- Count) Office of Education in
as approached h)
,...11. not on!), during the holida)., 1981. S.ISI ’
but 0. er)(1a), ot the \
the count \ department to pro\ nle
VIckinle\
Urritimunit. I’oncepts 157 is serx ices in the
distint
a UM \ 1.111.%
it. third yeal School I hstor.t.
that incorporates student training south ot do \\ 1110 \k
JtIse
the
l’101es,01
%kith
comminut \ support. The
the
Wier:
coin,. goes studenv, 11.01 tune ,0,11,1111,10,
((duds oil (11),(1% einem uith the ,0111,e tICNCI11,1, 11Ie 010111.1111 .1, a

collaborrtion ot the tino et
. the
County ()nice of Fdtication and
the Franklin McK trite) School
Hisiriet in order to
a national trend colleges and universities !hoe set III ow% ide olunteet
,eri,..e, to the communit).
The plogirin entitled Si Se
Puede. weaning. It t. .iti he done...
is spe ill\ \ aimed tovrairls
and then !amities ol the
,.11001 distori It attempts to en
01 \ ement
coturge
in then
crinunimit.\
Ileginuing this year. the

( (runty ()flux ot I dikrtion
ril
fering S.ISI a ‘111.irrio .iiintial
scholarship to he av.arded to one
student
The
"community
scholri ship regimes thrt students he
imol)ed in the Si Se Puede pio
s
tee’ tor a minimum ot too
SItItlettl

(WA

.111t1

%%11111111Cs,

It,

v,ork with lo)) imoine eutim
taken mio ,oinottemtion m
also
a",,,,hug
the fund,. \
sditl
tle,,,,ithes the t. 0111.c le
,0111 -

nitwit% responsibilities

Students

olso meet regulatl)
menthe!,
Val.! \kilt, has 1,CCII !III the
tumersit to( I %cal. IN Ilt2N h)
the 1)10,...(.111) this semester He
hopes to eeinualk t."11,111(.1 llt11\4:111
sel
tit
include the
I .1.1 side [’mon High School I)is
[mt.
The course is within the
school ()I Social \Vork. and 111.1\
he registeiert untie!
en dittereni
departments It ...mist le, Me edi I)
held e Per
e
all piospeL it) e te,R. het.

Ina

al
Ah, The
Sweet
Taste of
Success!

Get 10% Off on Jewelry
When You Mention This Ad
Exquisite engagement sets with the finest
diamonds and other ladies’ and men’s jewelry with
other precious stones. Also ladies’ and men’s
watches.
,411116-,,

41.

Including Repairs and Appraisals

377-3773

(l’abi jewels

Was there ever a moment
so full of love.
or a choice so important .

SWENSEn
The
Pruneyard

ring this coupon

ilristmcL

Get 2 Merrimont Sundaes
F r he rice f 1!

Free Gift
With Purchase
(mention this

ad)

Rare and fine
fragrance

1980 11111

for everyone
on your
Christrnas

Your diamond engagement set captures the moment you’ll chensh forever
So irs important to have your iewelers ex pedise in selecting your fine diamond
and its meticulously crafted 14 karat gold setting Ask to see aN the Proctor’s
bridal jewelry before you choose And know that your chosen symbol ol love
can only become more precious With tiff*

list.

Official Rolex Jeweler
Ring and watch repair done on premisis

a ah:a

THE SPORTS FAN 377-8735

F"Let’771:4
371-1111

371-7644

GREAT GIFTS FOR GOOD SPORTS
Ammisimmommi

BONSALL S
For the hottest selection of exciting,
contemporary, fashion -conscious
footwear!
Today’s fashion statement is
leather...in rich neutral colors and
textures with exotic flair. Unisa
has captured the look with
1. "Paddock" Boot in Black,
Luggage $134
2. "Tusk" Loafer in Black,
Luggage $52
3. Tiger" Belt $70
371-3193
15

patrick jaws
Perstreft.
Gensfiesesen Vilesselessemeen

(408)371-7474
(408)559-0103

CAREER CLOTHING
Start your career with our great
selection of suits and blazers for
men & women. A complete line
of footwear is also available.

440 The Prieneyard

Select thot spool
dree horn our
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